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As truck traffic continues to gain in yolume and in tonnage of freight 

hauled, the frequency of heavy axle loads is increasing at an accelerated rate 
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-Axle-Load and Gross-Load Trend 
BY THE HIGHWAY TRANSPORT RESEARCH BRANCH 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

Reported! by JOHN T. LYNCH, Chief, 
Planning Surveys Section 

and T. B. DIMMICK, Head, 
Current Data Analysis Unit 

In a 1926 survey in Connecticut,* however, 

almost 1 percent of the 82,738 trucks observed 

weighed over 25,000 pounds gross, and they 

were so loaded that the average rear axle 

weight was 18,500 pounds. There was one 

gross load of 30,400 pounds with a rear axle 

weight of 25,500 pounds. 

A survey in Cook County, IIL,’ (adjacent 

to the city of Chicago) in 1925, revealed some 
ha : oh Rocki b et, h surprisingly heavy axle loads. At 5 of the 

st o - ¢ - : i 1 , 725 2 ° . »f the Rockies, about one-third of the commercial vehicles (exclusive 17 stations operated, rear axles weighing 
of light trucks) are three- and four-axle tractor-truck semitrailer combi- 
nations. They carry two-thirds of the tonnage hauled, and are responsi- 
ble for almost all of the heavy axle loads. 

17,500 pounds or more were found on from 

2 to 14 percent of the loaded vehicles. There 

were. several axle loads over 30,000 pounds 

and one as high as 36,000 pounds and these 

loads were principally on solid tires. In the 

majority of these cases the load was brick or N the period beginning toward the close of 

World War I, much was said about the 

damage being done to improved highways by 

the heavily laden trucks that were then com- 

ing into general use. For example, in the 

First Biennial Report of the California High- 

way Commission, issued in 1918, we find this 
statement: 

“The present State highways are 

being subjected to constant abuse by 

too heavily loaded trucks and other 

agencies. The statute books of 

shire, and Ohio, in 1926 and 1927, no gross 

weights were found as great as 25,000 pounds, 

and no axle loads as great as 18,000 pounds. 

* Report of a Survey of Transportation on the State Highways 

of New Hampstire, by the Bureau of Public Roads, U. 8S. 

Department of Agriculture, and the New Hampshire State 

Highway Department, 1927. 

5 Report of a Survey of Transportation on the State Highway 

System of Ohio, by the Bureau of Public Roads, U. 8S. De- 

partment of Agriculture, and the Ohio Department of 

Highways and Public Works, 1927. 

cement. Figure 1 shows a heavy truck used 

at that time. 

8 Report of a Survey of Transportation on the State Highway 

System of Connecticut, by the Bureau of Publie Roads, U. S. 

Department of Agriculture, and the Connecticut State 

Highway Department, 1926. 

7 Report of a Study of Highway Traffic and the Highway 

System of Cook County, Illincis, by the U. 8. Bureau of 

Publie Roads and the Cook County Highway Department, 

1925. 

Some 30 years ago there was great concern about the damage being done to 
improved highways by what were then considered as heavily laden trucks. 
With the replacement of solid rubber by pneumatic tires, the introduction of 
legal limitation of sizes and weights of vehicles, resulting in wider use of 
vehicle combinations with multiple axles, and the construction of thicker 
pavements in the great road-building era beginning in the 1920's, the earlier 
concern was forgotten. By 1931 the loads carried on the highways were 
rarely heavy enough to overtax their structural capacity. 

The State-wide highway planning surveys provided the first Nation-wide 
data on frequency of heavy loads for the 1936-37 period, and have annually 
collected such data beginning in 1942. The information, presented in this 
article, shows how rapidly the frequencies of heavy loads have increased in 
recent years. In the 1936-37 period, gross loads of 40,000 pounds or more 
amounted to only about I percent of the total number of commercial vehicles 
on the highways. By 1942 this frequency had tripled, and by 1948 had again 
doubled. Frequency of heavy axle loads shows a similar rise. But, since 
the number of trucks has also increased greatly, the total number of heavy 
axle loads found on the highways in 1948 was eighteen times the number in 
the 1936-37 period, and the rate of increase appears to be accelerating rapidly. 
A study of heavy load frequencies by regions indicates that the most favor- 

able situation exists in the Western regions, where legal limitation of 50 feet 
or more in length permits advantageous distribution of heavy loads on vehicle 
combinations with five or more axles. In the remainder of the country, 
where the length is limited to 45 feet in most States, vehicles with more than 
four axles are little used, and three- and four-axle combinations carry the 
bulk of the highway tonnage. It is these two types that have the highest 
frequency of heavy axle loads. 

Legal limitation of axle loads, with effective enforcement, seems to be the 
only way our pavements can be protected. Somewhat less-stringent length 
limits would encourage wider use of vehicle combinations that spread the 
load over a sufficient number of axles, thus permitting reasonable increases 
in pay loads 

California already contain sufficient 

legislation to regulate and penalize 

these violations, but the delinquency 

lies in the enforcement of these laws.’ 

However, a survey made in California? in 

1920 did not reveal any loads that we would 

regard as heavy today. Of a total of 219 

motortrucks weighed at five locations, there 

were only 33 with a capacity of 3 tons or 

more, and the average gross weight of these 

was 14,640 pounds. The average rear axle 

- weight was only 9,889 pounds, but the load 

was generally on solid tires, which were more 

damaging to the highway than are the pneu- 

matic tires of today. 

In surveys made in Vermont,? New Hamp- 

1 This paper was presented at the twenty-ninth annual 

meeting of the Highway Research Board in Washington, 

D. C., December 16, 1949. 

2 Report of a Study of the California Highway System, by 

the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, to the California Highway 

Commission and Highway Engineer; 1920. 

8 Report of a Survey of Transportation on the State Highways 

of Vermont, by the Bureau of Public Roads, U. S. Depart- 

ment of Agriculture, and the Vermont State Highway 

Department, 1927. 
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Figure 1.—A typical heavy truck circa 1920. 

It seems probable that the stations in the 

Cook County survey were so located as to 

intercept exceptionally heavy hauling, for Mr. 

Frank T. Sheets, Chief Highway Engineer for 

Illinois, said in February 1926 that the per- 

centage of trucks around Chicago which 

exceeded the legal axle-load limit of 16,000 

pounds was small.8 Certainly there is no 

evidence that heavy loads comparable to those 

weighed in Cook County were to be found in 

appreciable numbers outside the Chicago area. 

Regulation of Sizes and Weights 

Laws governing the sizes and weights of 

motor vehicles were in effect in most States at 

that time. Fifteen States passed such laws 

prior to 1919, and by 1927 all of the States 

except Kansas and Montana had legal limita- 

tions on sizes and weights. Kansas passed 

its first limitation act in 1929 and Montana in 

1931. In most States the laws have been 

changed many times since they were first 

enacted, but the weight limits have remained 

largely within the ranges of 8,000-9,500 

pounds per wheel for States limiting wheel 

* Traffic control and the regulation of overloading of motor- 

trucks, by Frank T. Sheets; Proceedings of the Twelfth 

Annual Conference of Highway Engineering, University of 

Michigan, 1926, p. 85. 

® Federal Regulation of the Sizes and Weight of Motor Vehi- 

cles, report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Aug. 

loads and 16,000—22,400 pounds per axle for 

States limiting axle loads. The cumulative 

effect of these laws over the years has been to 

promote increasingly wider use of vehicle 

combinations with the load spread over a 

number of axles. 

In addition to limiting weights, fees were 

increased for vehicles with solid tires, thus 

hastening the change-over to pneumatics and 

lessening road damage—for it was the impact 

of solid tires on the macadam roads and on 

the narrow concrete pavements with relatively 

thin edges prevailing at that time that was 

principally responsible for the damage during 

the first World War and in the years immedi- 

ately following.!° Many of the early concrete 

roads had uniform slab thicknesses of only 6 

inches or even 4 inches. Following the Bates 

Road Test in 1921, thickened edges of 7 

inches, 8 inches, and 9 inches became preva- 

lent. More recently, slabs of uniform thick- 

ness of 8 inches and 9 inches have been con- 

structed by many States; |! and several States, 

10 The highways of the country and the burden they must carry, 

a symposium of eight articles; PUBLIC ROADs, vol. 1, No. 2, 

June 1918. 

11 Design details of structural features of concrete pavements as 

practiced by the various State highway departments in 1946, by 

T. J. Kauer; Report of Committee on Concrete Pavement 

Design, American Road Builders’ Association Technical 

Bulletin No. 121, 1947; pp. 48-49. Also, Comments on concrete 

road design, Engineering-News Record, Nov. 15, 1934; pp. 

including New Jersey, where heavy axle loac 3 

are particularly frequent, have used a 10-inch 

uniform thickness. 

Thus, the problem of heavy loads was 

attacked from three angles: legal limitation, 

vehicle design, and pavement design. By 

1931 the loads carried on the highways were 

rarely heavy enough to overtax their struc- 

tural capacity, and Commissioner Mac- 

Donald made the following statement (which 

has been quoted recently by those interested 

in obtaining higher axle-load limits): ‘“‘The 

roads are more destroyed really by climatic 

and soil conditions than they are by any use 

that is made of them.” How greatly heavy 

axle-load frequencies of today exceed those 

prevailing at the time that statement was 

made will be shown in the data presented in 

this paper. 

First Comprehensive Data Obtained 
in 1936-37 

Our present large investment in roadway 

pavements makes it impracticable for us to 

provide for greater loads by increasing pave- 

ment thicknesses on any but a small fraction 

of our improved road mileage. There remain 

then only vehicle regulation and vehicle design 

as effective means of protecting our roadway 

plant from excessive loads. 

The State-wide highway planning surveys, 

which were started in 1935, gave for the first 

time Nation-wide comprehensive data from 

which accurate determination could be made 

of the frequency of occurrence of heavy gross 

loads and heavy axle loads on our highways.” 

Nearly all of the States conducted truck- 

weighing operations in 1936 or 1937, although 

a few did not do so until a year or two later. 

Figure 2 shows the situation at that time 

with regard to heavy gross loads. The 

heights of the bars indicate the number of 

gross loads of 40,000 pounds or more per 1,000 

commercial vehicles on the highways, in- 

cluding both loaded and empties, in each of 

the census regions. In the Pacific region, 47 

out of each 1,000 vehicles passing the weighing ~ 

stations had a gross load of 40,000 pounds or 

more. In the remainder of the United States, — 

loads as heavy as 40,000 pounds were com- ~ 

paratively infrequent and amounted to more 

than 10 per 1,000 vehicles, or 1 percent, in 

only three regions—the Middle Atlantic, the | 

New England, and the East North Central. ?| 
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22 Amount and characteristics of trucking on rural roads, by 

J.T. Lynch and T. B. Dimmick; PUBLIC ROADS, vol. 28, No. 

9, July-Aug.-Sept. 1943. 14, 1941. House Doe. No. 354, 77th Cong., Ist Sess., pp. 63-66. 618-619. 
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Figure 2.—Frequency of gross loads of 40,000 pounds or more, per 
1,000 vehicles, by regions, in 1936-37. 
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Figure 4.—Frequency of gross loads of 40,000 pounds or more, per 
1,000 vehicles, by years. 

Figure 3 shows the frequency of occur- 

rence of heavy axle loads of 20,000 pounds or 

more in the different regions at the time of 

the 1936-37 surveys. Only.in the New 

England and Middle Atlantic regions were 

axle loads as great as 20,000 pounds found in 

appreciable numbers—the frequency of axle 

loads of this magnitude in these two regions 

-being approximately 20 for each 1,000 com- 

mercial vehicles, loaded and empty. 

Following the original collection of weight 

data by the highway planning surveys in the 

1936-37 period, only fragmentary data con- 

cerning truck weights were obtained until 

1942, when the increased loading because of 

World War II activities began to cause some 

concern. In that year and in each year since 

then data which give a clear indication of 

trends have been obtained at a number of 

representative stations, cperated for 8 hours 

in the summer in practically all of the States. 

The number of trucks weighed each year in 

these repeat surveys has ranged from about 

50,000 to over 100,000. 

Increase in Frequency of Heavy Gross 

Loads and Heavy Axle Loads 

Figure 4 shows the steady increase in fre- 

quency of heavy gross loads since the 1936-37 

surveys. In 1942, the first year of the war, 

gross loads of 40,000 pounds or more were 

about three times as frequent as in the pre- 

war period. At the close of the war the 

frequency of gross loads did not decline 

(except slightly in 1947) but continued to 

increase, so that in 1948 gross loads of 40,000 

pounds or more were more than twice as 

frequent as in. 1942, and seven times as 

frequent as in the 1936-87 period. 

The long-range tendency over the years has 

been to spread the load over more axles, thus 

permitting large increases in gross loads with- ° 

out corresponding increases in axle loads. At 

the time of the early surveys (1926-27), men- 

tioned in the first part of this paper, only 

two-axle vehicles were in general use. Gross 

load was only from one-fourth to one-half 

greater than the maximum axle load. In the 

recent surveys, on the other hand, it has been 

found that the gross load averaged about 

twice the maximum axle load for vehicles of 

all types, and nearly three times the maximum 

axle load for combinations, which are the 

vehicles carrying the heaviest loads. 

It naturally follows that the frequency of 

heavy gross loads has increased faster than 

PUBLIC ROADS ® Vol. 25, No. 12 
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the frequeney of heavy axle loads, over the 

years. Since 1945, however, this tendency 

has been reversed, and heavy axle loads are 

increasing in frequency faster than heavy 

gross loads. For each 1,000 vehicles passing 

over the highways there were, in 1945, 5.3 

times the number of gross loads of 40,000 

pounds or more than there were in the 1936-37 

A 1924-vintage tractor-semitrailer, probably one of the earliest of this type. 

ius Siew eo ee ts ita 

Figure 5.—Frequency of axle loads of 20,000 pounds or more, per 
1,000 vehicles, by years. 

period (fig. 4), compared to 4.6 times the 

number of axle loads of 20,000 pounds or more 

found in the earlier period (fig. 5). In the 

3 years from 1945 to 1948, however, the heavy 

axle-load frequency increased 91 percent, 

compared to an increase of only 32 percent 

for the heavy gross load frequency. The 

reason for this reversal can most likely be 

Note the 

center wheels on the rear axle. 

A dual-tire, three-axle truck, 
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Figure 6.—Relative total number of axle loads of 20,000 pounds or more, 
1942-48, using the number in 1936-37 as an index of 100. 

found in legal length limitations, in effect 

over much of the country, which effectively 

discourage the use of vehicles with five or 

more axles. While, in earlier years, the 

increased gross loads were spread over an 

increasing number of axles, this tendency has 

been stopped at four axles in many States 

and increases in gross loads can now only be 

accomplished by increases in axle loads. 

In 1948, the number of axle loads of 20,000 

pounds or more in each 1,000 vehicles passing 

over the highways was approximately 9 times 

the number in the 1936-87 period. This tells 

only part of the story, however, because the 

number of trucks on the highways almost 

doubled during this time. Figure 6 compares 

the relative number of axle loads of 20.000 

pounds or more found on the highways each 

year from 1942 to 1948 with the number 

found in the 1936-37 period used as an index 

of 100. In 1948, our highways were being 

subjected to approximately 18 times as many 

axle loads of 20,000 pounds or more as they 

were in 1936-37. It is plain, therefore, that 

Mr. MacDonald’s statement made in 1931 

does not apply to the conditions we find 

today. The alarming thing about the picture 

presented in figure 6 is that the rate of increase 

of the absolute number of heavy axle loads 

appears to be accelerating rapidly. In the 

2-year period from 1946 to 1948, the number 

of axle loads in excess of 20,000 pounds more 

than doubled, which is a greater rate of in- 

crease than was found in any previous 2-year 

period. 
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Regional Variation in Frequency 
Heavy Loads ; 

Figure 7 shows the frequency of gross loads — 

of 40,000 pounds or more in 1948, by regions. — 

The Pacific region still had the highest fre- — 

queney of loads of this magnitude, but the 4 

use of heavy vehicles in the East North Cen- 

tral and Middle Atlantie regions had increased 

to such an extent that the frequency of occur- 

rence of gross loads of 40,000 pounds or more 

of 

was greater than 100 in each 1,000 vehicles— 
not much below the frequency of 127 per 

1,000 vehicles in the Pacific region. 

Figure 8 shows the frequency of heavy axle 

loads in 1948, by regions. Data from all of 

the States except Pennsylvania, Florida, 

Wyoming, and Oregon are included. The 

Middle Atlantic region had by far the greatest 

frequency, there being in this region 153 axle 

loads weighing 20,000 pounds or more for 

each 1,000 trucks or truck combinations of all 

types (including panels and pick-ups), both 

loaded and empty. Since Pennsylvania data 

are missing for 1948, the height of the bar for — | 

the Middle Atlantic region actually reflects 

conditions in New York and New Jersey. 
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A three-axle tractor-semitrailer combination. 
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Figure 7.—Frequency of gross loads of 40,000 pounds or more, 
per 1,000 vehicles, by regions, in 1948. 
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The laws in these States, as well as in several 
other Eastern States, have the effect of en- 

couraging heavy axle loads. 

New England, with about 69 axle loads of 

20,000 pounds or more for each 1,000 vehicles, 

had the second, highest frequency. It will 

be noted that the Pacific region, which had 

the greatest frequency of heavy gross loads 

(fig. 7), had the lowest frequency of heavy 

axle loads, there being only 7 axle loads as 

great as 20,000 pounds for each 1,000 vehicles 

observed in this region. 

Figure 9 shows the frequency of heavy axle 

loads in the 10 States in which axle loads of 

20,000 pounds or more occurred more fre- 

quently than 50 per 1,000 vehicles, arranged 

in order of frequency of occurrence. New 

Jersey, with 239 axle loads of 20,000 pounds 

or more, of which 165 weighed 22,000 pounds 

or more, in each 1,000 commercial vehicles, 

had the greatest frequency. There is no 

specific axle-load limit in New Jersey, the 

weight permitted on an axle being determined 

by the size and number of tires. Evidently 

the tire criterion does not serve to limit axle 

loads greatly, since a number of axle loads 

exceeding 30,000 pounds were recorded in the 

survey, and there was one axle load of 40,100 

pounds. 

A four-axle auto transporter. 

The nine States having the greatest fre- 

quency of heavy axle loads are all along the 

Atlantic seaboard. The tenth State, Ohio, 

with an 18,000-pound axle load limit, had 58 

axle loads in excess of 20,000 pounds for each 

1,000 vehicles observed. 

Frequency of Heavy Axle Loads De- 
pendent on Types of Vehicles Used 

The frequency of occurrence of heavy axle 

loads in the different States is dependent upon 

the types of vehicles used, as well as upon the 

legal axle load limitation. The usage of the 

different vehicle types, in turn, is dependent 

to a considerable extent upon the legal length 

and other limitations. The legal limitations 

affecting axle loads and vehicle lengths vary 

throughout the country but are fairly uniform 

in the Mountain and Pacific regions. In these 

regions there is an axle load limit of 18,000 

pounds throughout and no State has a legal 

length limit for tractor-truck and semitrailer 

combinations of less than 50 feet. The 50-foot 

limit applies in Oregon, and all of the other 

States in the two regions permit lengths of 

60 feet or more. Throughout the remainder 

of the country most of the States have length 

limits of 45 feet for tractor-truck and semi- 

trailer combinations, and this limit has a 

definite bearing on the type of vehicle used. 

Figure 10 shows the frequency distribution 

of vehicles of different types for the Mountain 

and Pacific regions combined, and for the re- 

mainder of the United States. Panels and 

pick-ups and other light, two-axle, single-tire 

trucks of similar character are excluded from 
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Figure 9.—Frequency of axle loads of 20,000 pounds or more and of 22,000 
pounds or more, per 1,000 vehicles, in the 10 States with highest fre- 
quencies, in 1948. 
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A five-axle combination vehicle, popular in the western part of 
the country. 

A four-axle combination vehicle, widely used throughout the 
United States. 
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this distribution. In both sections of the 

country the two-axle, dual-tire trucks consti- 

tute approximately one-half of the total, and 

in the Mountain and Pacific regions the re- 

maining vehicles are rather evenly distributed 

among a number of different types, with the 

five-axle tractor-truck and semitrailer combi- 

nation predominating. In the Central and 

Eastern regions the number of vehicles with 

more than four axles is minute and the three- 

axle tractor-truck semitrailer combination 

type constitutes almost one-third of the total. 

Although the dual-tire, two-axle, single-unit 

truck is most frequent n occurrence, it does 

not carry the greatest pay-load tonnage. This 

is shown in figure 11, which gives the percent- 

age of the total pay-load tonnage hauled by 

vehicles of different types. In the Mountain 

and Pacific regions the five-axle tractor-truck 

and semitrailer combination carries a higher 

percentage of the pay-load tonnage than any 

other type of vehicle, whereas in the remainder 
A six-axle tractor-semitrailer combination. 

= 

NUMBER ~~ VEHICLE MOUNTAIN REMAINDER 

ice Patiate an ReeDNE UNI fa fone ofthe Unlved States tis aC a ae 
truck and semitrailer combination which car- 

2 a6 ries the bulk of the tonnage. 

Figure 12 shows the average gross load and 

3 OMmEOO the average pay load for vehicles of different 

types, for the United States as a whole. The 

3 Ces) five-axle tractor-truck and semitrailer combi- 

4 oS OG nation has a slightly higher average pay load 

than any other type of vehicle, although the 

group of tractor-truck and full trailer combi- | 

nations with six or more axles has the highest . 

gross load. 

Figure 13 shows the frequency of heavy axle 

loads for the vehicles of different types. Since 

» OMEEGIOHToMEEEOTa) | there are significant differences between the 

more og RE Eastern and Central regions as regards fre- 

Oe OOO ree Oe lO gReO A080. 90. 200 quency of heavy axle loads, largely because of 
PERCENTAGE OF VEHICLES PERCENTAGE OF VEHICLES differences in State laws, these groups of re- 

Figure 10.—Percentage distribution of vehicles of various types (exciusive gions, as well as the Western group, are shown | 
of two-axle, single-tire vehicles) in the West and in the remainder of separately in this chart. : 

the United States, in 1948. In all the regions it is the four-axle tractor- 
truck and semitrailer combination that has | 

the greatest frequency of heavy axle loads. | 

NUMBER VEHICLE MOUNTAIN REMAINDER In the Eastern regions almost half of these e 
OF dies AND OF vehicles, including both loaded and empties, | 

AXLES EXAMPLE PACIFIC REGIONS UNITED STATES ‘ have an axle load weighing 20,000 pounds or 
Ba BS more, whereas in the Western regions less than 

2 SA WMA 10 percent of them have axle loads of this magni- 
tude. Almost invariably it is the rear axle of 

4 O O09 the tractor that has the heaviest load. It is 

easy to see why this should be so, because any 

é! O ee O nO uniform loading would tend to overload this | 

axle unless the dual axles at the rear of the 

4 CeO OO semitrailer were placed well forward, and such 
an arrangement would frequently cause viola- 

) Be OOF EO tion of the axle-group loading regulations in 

# effect in many States. 

4 UNS Tae In figure 14 the amount of pay load carried 

iy is taken into consideration. Here the fre- | 

) O eae ee quency of axle loads of 20,000 pounds or more | 

6 ee " per 1,000 tons of pay load is shown. On this | 
or 0... .00.08 O00 aos ae 

mnie basis it is the three-axle tractor-truck and 

0- 10-420) -90 G40. 56 OF, 109420: -300 402-50 semitrailer combination that has the highest 
PERCENTAGE OF TONNAGE PERCENTAGE OF TONNAGE frequency of heavy axle loads in the Eastern 

Figure 11.—Proportion of tonnage hauled by vehicles of various types SSR aNT CR Om Pahang pane ipetenna a phe 
(exclusive of two-axle, single-tire vehicles) in the West and in the tor-truck and semitrailer combination contin- 
remainder of the United States, in 1948. ues to hold first place in the Central regions. 
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The five-axle tractor-truck and semitrailer 
combination, which is used in appreciable axle loads per 1,000 tons of pay load of any 

numbers only in the Mountain and Pacific 

NUMBER VEHICLE TYPE 
OF AXLES EXAMPLE 
oerets ead 
3 o 00 — ec Pay ad ‘Ep weight | 

5 0-88-38 = 
Ae One OrOge!O = 

aa — 

0 — 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 
POUNDS 

Figure 12.—Average pay load and average gross load of vehicles of various 
types (exclusive of two-axle, single-tire vehicles) in 1948. 

NUMBER VEHICLE 

OF TYPE WESTERN REGIONS CENTRAL REGIONS 
AXLES EXAMPLE 

EASTERN REGIONS 

2 ome) 

Deo oO | UMMM 
4 LO sOKe OO WMA 

0 100 200 300 400 0 100 200 300 400 0 100 200 300 400 500 
NUMBER OF AXLES NUMBER OF AXLES NUMBER OF AXLES 

Figure 13.—Frequency of axle loads of 20,000 pounds or more, per 1,000 
vehicles, by vehicle types (exclusive of two-axle, single-tire vehicles), 
in three geographic regions, in 1948. 

NUMBER VEHICLE 
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NUMBER OF AXLES NUMBER OF AXLES NUMBER OF AXLES 

Figure 14.—Frequency of axle loads of 20,000 pounds or more, per 1,000 
tons of pay load, by vehicle types (exclusive of two-axle, single-tire 
vehicles), in three geographic regions, in 1948. 
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regions, has the lowest frequency of heavy 

of the more commonly used vehicle types. 

Length Limits Restrict Use of Five- 
Axle Combination 

The failure to make use of this five-axle 

combination type in the Central and Eastern 

regions has been attributed by some to short- 

comings in operating characteristics of the 

vehicle design, but any such difficulties do not 

appear to be sufficiently great to restrict the 

usage in the West. A more evident reason for 

the searcity of this typeof vehicle throughout 

the Central and Eastern States is the 45-foot 

length limitation for tractor-truck and semi- 

trailer combination that prevails throughout 

most of this area. The average wheel-base 

length for a five-axle, tractor-truck and 

semitrailer combination, over the whole 

United States, was 43.4 feet from center of 

front wheel to center of rear wheel. Obviously 

the over-all length of the vehicle, including the 

overhang, front and rear, would have to be 

greater than 45 feet with this length of wheel 

base. The two-axle tractor-truck with two- 

axle semitrailer, on the other hand, which is 

one of the principal offenders as regards heavy 

axle loads, had an average wheel-base length 

of 34.1 feet, which permits a vehicle length 

well within the 45-foot limitation. 

The photograph at the bottom of page 283 

(left) shows a four-axle combination of a 

type widely used throughout the country. 

The gross load on this vehicle was 68,900 

pounds and the weight on the second axle was 

27,690 pounds. This compares with less than 

17,000 pounds each for the third and fourth 

axles. Such unequal loading is not uncommon 

for vehicles of this type. 

The five-axle combination shown in the 

photograph at the bottom of page 283 (right), 

which was weighed in California, is the 

most popular type of heavy vehicle in the 

West. It is 49 feet long and would therefore 

violate the length limit in effect in 23 of the 

37 Central and Eastern States. The gross 

weight was 66,700 pounds, almost the same 

as that of the four-axle combination (p. 283, 

left), but the maximum axle load was only 

17,500 pounds. 

The weights for single axles and axle pairs 

were as follows: 

Axle Single axle Arle pair 
number (pounds) (pounds) 

Up. coe ea Se 7, 600 

Oe, Se 17, 500 | 
; 29° 1 

Fp Nectedr af 11, 600 | re! 
Ait oe 15, 000 | 
hey We, tee 15, 000 | a0 

This type of load distribution is typical of 

that found on many of the five-axle combina- 

tions. Apparently the vehicle was so designed 

and loaded as to take maximum advantage of 

legal limits in effect in the area throughout 

which it was operated. The second axle was 

loaded for maximum traction almost to the 

18,000-pound limit. The third axle, probably 

not a drive axle, carried a lighter load so that 

the 32,000-pound limit for an axle pair was 

not exceeded. The load at the rear was 

equally distributed between the fourth and 

fifth axles. The axle-group loading, also, was 

probably just within the legal limit, for the 

California law permits 59,500 pounds within 
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a 30-foot length, which is about the probable 

distance from the center of the second axle 

to the center of the fifth axle, though there is 

no record of the actual measurement in this 

case. The axle group load limit recommended 

by the American Association of State High- 

way Officials, however, was doubtless exceeded 

somewhat, as that limit is 52,650 pounds for a 

30-foot length. 

The five-axle semitrailer combinations have 

a better record of compliance with State 

weight laws than combinations of other types. 

In the Pacifie region, for example, the percent- 

age exceeding one or more of the weight limits 

was 9 percent for the five-axle combinations, 

compared to 12 percent for combinations of 

other types. 

The laws regarding axle-group weights are 

somewhat more lenient in California and 

Washington than recommended by the Ameri- 

ean Association of State Highway Officials, 

and 22 percent of the five-axle combinations 

had axle groups loaded beyond the Associa- 

tion’s recommended limits. In most cases, 

however, the excess weight was small, amount- 

ing to more than 10 percent excess in the case 

of only 10 percent of the vehicles. 

The number of axles with loads exceeding 

the 18,000-pound limit per 1,000 vehicles was 

only 64 for the five-axle combinations com- 

pared to 95 for combinations of other types in 

the Pacific region. As regards compliance 

with axle-load limits, therefore, the five-axle 

tractor-truck semitrailer combination has a 

materially better record than other types of 

large vehicles. 

Enforced Axle-Load Limits Needed to 

Protect Highways 

The major part of the Nation’s principal 

highways was constructed in the period from 

1920 to 1940. These existing highways must 

be maintained, and gradually reconstructed 

or replaced, with the funds currently available 

for the purpose. It is obviously impossible to 

meet the rapidly increasing frequency of 

heavy axle loads by thickening the pavements, 

as was done to some extent in the earlier years 

of road building. Legal limitation of axle 

loads, with effective enforcement, seems to be 

the only way our pavements can be protected. 

This does not necessarily mean, however, that 

gross loads and pay loads may not be allowed 

to increase, provided the vehicle is so designed 

as to spread the load over a sufficient number 

Somewhat less-stringent length 

limits, within the A. A. 8S. H. O. reeommenda- 

tion, would encourage such design and would 

of axles. 

probably reduce pressure for higher axle-load 

limits. As a specific example, if those States 

which have a 45-foot length limit for tractor- 

truck and semitrailer combination would 

raise it to 50 feet, as recommended by the 
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A three-axle truck with three-axle full trailer. 

A three-axle tractor-semitrailer with two-axle full trailer. 

A four-axle tractor-semitrailer with three-axle full trailer. 

American Association of State Highway 

Officials, this would encourage the widespread 

use of the type of vehicle which carries more 

tonnage than any other single type in the 

West and does so with a very low frequency of 

excessively heavy axle loads. 
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Traffic Trends on Rural Roads in 1948 
BY THE HIGHWAY TRANSPORT RESEARCH BRANCH 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

Total travel on rural roads in 1948 broke 
all records, exceeding the previous year’s 
high by 6 percent and the prewar peak by 17 
percent. On the 345,000 miles of main rural 
roads in the United States travel in 1948 
was almost 148 billion vehicle-miles, of 
which about 77 percent was by passenger 
cars, 1 percent by busses, and 22 percent by 
freight-carrying vehicles. 

Trucks and combinations hauled 13 per- 
cent more ton-mileage of freight in 1948 
than in the previous year and 42 percent 
more than in 1941. These increases in 
freight carried were made, notwithstanding 
small drops in the proportion of trucks 
loaded, because of the rise in use of heavier 
commercial vehicles, beginning during the 
war and continued in 1948, although at a 
reduced rate. Truck-combination travel 
was 9 percent higher than in the previous 
year, 68 percent higher than in 1941, and 
213 percent higher than in 1936. The 
average load carried by commercial vehicles 
in 1948 was 73 percent heavier than in 1936 
and about 4 percent above the 1947 load 
weights. 

In 1948, over 5 percent of all trucks and 
combinations, loaded and empty, exceeded 
a legal weight limit, and 18 percent of the 
combinations were overweight in some par- 
ticular. The highest percentage of over- 
loading was in the East North Central 
region where 8 percent of the vehicles of all 
types and 21 percent of the combinations 
were found to exceed legal weight limits. 
From 1947 to 1948 the percentage of over- 
weight vehicles increased in all regions 
except the Pacific and New England regions. 

RAVEL on rural roads in 1948 broke all 

previous records for the third consecutive 

year. The 1948 volume of traffic was 6 

percent higher than that of 1947 and 17 per- 

cent higher than that of 1941, the prewar 

peak. Regionally the increase over 1947 

ranged from 5 percent in the Middle Atlantic 

and South Atlantic regions to 9 percent in the 

West North Central region. These facts 

were established from the records of about 

700 automatic traffic recorders operated con- 

tinuously throughout the year at permanent 

stations on rural roads, both main and local, 

in all of the States. 

The variation in rural-road travel for three 

main geographic divisions and in the United 

States as a whole is illustrated in figure 1 for 

the year 1948, for 1947, and for 1941, the 

prewar peak year. 

The chart shows that, with minor excep- 

tions, travel in each month in each of the 

three geographic regions and in the United 

States as a whole was well above that of the 
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Figure 1.—Travel on all rural roads in 1941, 1947, and 1948, by months. 

corresponding month of the earlier years. 

Average monthly travel was higher in 1947 

than in 1941 in each of the regions, and still 

higher in 1948. : 
The summer travel peak, which was greatly 

diminished during the war, has slowly been 

regaining, during the postwar years, its former 

importance in the annual traffic pattern. 

The flattening out of the summer traffic 

peak during the war years and the subsequent 

recovery of this peak to prewar proportions 

are shown in the ratios of the July-August 
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traffic each year to the average 2-month traffic 

for the year (one-sixth of the total annual 

traffic) : 

Year: 

LOI Ses eee ee 1. 23 

ite iene Pee eee es Bee I. 28 

TOAD eS eee See ‘eal 

1943 5s ee Ik 41K 

LOA4 ee. Shaw Borer a5 1.14 

1 O45 ces = pace ereaeee eae 1.14 

LOA ts oe Pek ee Shoes atcilir¢ 

194, S22 Le eee 1.19 

LOs¢See ra a ee ee ee 15-22 

It is not surprising to find that when we 

entered the war the summer peak traffic 

dropped from 23 percent above the annual 

average to only 13 percent above the annual 

average for 2-month periods. It is somewhat 

surprising, however, to find that not until 1948 

has summer traffic assumed approximately the 

same relative importance in the annual 

traffic pattern that it had in the prewar years. 

Undoubtedly the shortage of automobiles 

tended to discourage vacation driving in the 

first 2 years following the close of the war. 

1948 Summer Loadometer Survey 

The machine counts from which the traffic- 

volume data were obtained provide no classi- 

fication by vehicle type, since they record 

only the total number of vehicles of all types 

passing. However, trends in type, weight, 

and characteristics of commercial vehicles 

were established from data recorded in a 

summer survey, repeated each year since 

1942, in nearly all of the States. In 1948, 

544 stations in 44 States were operated at 

times and under conditions comparable to 

those existing in earlier surveys. The infor- 

mation obtained in these summer surveys, 

together with additional information con- 

cerning traffic classification collected in a 

number of States throughout the year, was 

used to determine the changes that had taken 

place since the comprehensive Nation-wide 

surveys of 1936 and 1937 were made.} 

All States participated in the 1948 survey 

except Florida, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and 

Wyoming. In Pennsylvania an expanded 

weight survey was in progress and in Wyoming 

one was being completed, but reports from 

neither were available for inclusion in this 

analysis. 

The majority of the weight stations were 

operated during July, August, and September. 

California completed most of the work in 

June; Texas operated its stations from May 

through August; Tennessee commenced in 

May and ended in October; while Minnesota 

conducted the operations from April to 

September. 

The stations used in these surveys were 

selected initially to give a representative cross 

1See Traffic trends on rural roads in 1947, by T. B. Dimmick, 

PUBLIC ROADs, vol. 25, No. 7, Mar. 1949; Traffic trends on 

rural roads in 1946, by T. B. Dimmick and M. E. Kipp, 

PUBLIC ROADS, vol. 25, No. 3, Mar. 1948; Traffic trends on 

rural roads in 1945, by T. B. Dimmick, PuBLIc ROAps, vol. 

24, No. 10, Oct.-Nov.-Dec. 1946; and Amownt and charac- 

teristics of trucking on rural roads, by J. T. Lynch and T. B. 

Dimmick, PuBLIC ROADs, vol. 23, No. 9, July-Aug.-Sept. 

1943. 
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Region and State Survey period 

Table 1.—Survey period, number of stations operated, number of vehicles counted. 
number weighed in each State in the special 

Vehicles counted 

All vehicles 
Trucks and 
truck com-* 
binations 

> 
weight survey during the summer of 194: 

Trucks and 
combina- 

tions 
weighed 

— 

New England: 

New Hampshire: == oes *= Se 
RboGelsland 2s eee ee c 
Wermdolite pect. --- 7a see ee 

Supiobal 2. oso 20! eee ee 

Middle Atlantic: 
IN GWAIGESGY. =o 25 eee 

Penns vivania 23: ose ee eee 

SU DCOlAL 2. beeen 

South Atlantic: 

Maryland 22 ta. 2220 LS ae eee 
North! Carolind=ss2. 22222. =. 
South Carolina. 22-2 see 
War ginia tl on ate ae 
aw est, Virginia es. eee ee ee 

Subtotals ee seo 

Eastern regions, subtotal__-_____-_- 

East North Central: 
Tinoiss 2-1cehs Seat Sere 

Michigan 12). 202 kube Gee 
Ohio. 2 aera Nee ae 
WW ISCONSING 22 tae se ne ae oe eee 

SUDGCOta mesa eee see es 

East South Central: 

Kentucky se ea ae 
Miississipplic. 2.) 3e= ee eases 
TOnne@SS06.5 2242 nearest eee 

Suptotal Rese ee eee ee 

West North Central: 

WS ANSAS Spee ee Se ae eS 
IVEINTI CSO LA sae en oe oo 
IVLISSOUTIL Gees. Bee ee ee 
ING Dias: di- seco net ei ene, mene 
North Dakota ee. ssf senses 
South: Dakotaa 228. eed eee 

Subtotal tot ee eee 

West South Central: : 
Arkansasse': 20 pune Ciree oie 
Monisignat eee: oe sone eee 
Oklaboma:. Se so ee 

Central regions, subtotal__________ 

Mountain: 

Pacific: 
Californin tao ke aan soe es 

Washington.-__-..._-..---_._- 

Subtotalie2 fo 22 vss te 

Western regions, subtotal__________ 

United States total._____.-_._____. 

1 No survey made. 
2 Passenger cars not counted in California. 

section of traffic on main rural roads, and were 

ATIGR IE O >. 2g8 cateke 2 See 
Sephe20=24 2.2 272s ese 

AUG. 24=Sepite ie see 
AILS 5 -Sep tlseeatesee aes 
JOLY 2O-AUS. (eee ee 

“AUP 4 b—-265 sae ee oh See 

JUL V4 AUS oe eee eee 

AGE) Soptanion semen. oe 
May 26-OCE./80lc2- seas e- ae 

July 26—A ug. la. eoesesee-4e 
AUG. 0-186 eee ee ees 
Apres 19-Sept. 8.-.2.-2.- 22 
AUR 16=Sepb Sienna Ss bee 
July 22-Aues 1822s 2 keee 
July 22-Sept. Lose, eee 
July26-ANE. 132 ee ae 

Aug? b-Septy ee oe 
ti em 26 AP. Osseo 
1 

28, 037 
22, 446 
34, 114 
14,724 
12, 063 
9,151 

120, 535 

72, 065 

108, 285 

340, 087 

83, 658 
39, 099 
20, 560 
9, 062 

25,717, 

178, 096 

9, 984 
11,175 
18, 153 
9, 386 

48, 698 

12,790 
9, 354 

115, 839 
66, 067 
20, 869 
19, 711 
8, 076 

252, 706 

aia PT 
sts 

15, 376 
9, 209 

13, 538 
27, 374 

65, 497 

544, 997 115, 015 

9, 385 
23, 939 
13, 658 
15, 063 

1, 979 
3, 831 
2) 533 
2) 649 
1, 041 
1, 383 

16, 926 

84, 686 

174, 979 

16, 982 

33, 276 

1, 060, 063 219, 128 

Figure given is an estimate based on data from other reports. 

following categories: local passenger 

102, 146 

cars; 
operated for one or more 8-hour periods on a 

weekday, generally from either 6 a. m. to 

2p. m.,.or from 2 p. m. to 10.p. m. All 

traffic passing through the stations during the 

period was counted and classified into the 

foreign (out-of-State) passenger cars; panel 

and pick-up trucks;? other two-axle, four- 

2 Single-unit trucks with a carrying capacity of less than 

144 tons. 
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tire trucks; two-axle, six-tire trucks; three- 
axle trucks; tractor-semitrailer combinations; 

truck and trailer or tractor-semitrailer and 

trailer combinations; and busses. The com- 

bination-type vehicles were further subdivided 

according to the number of axles of each. 

The survey period, number of stations oper- 

ated, number of vehicles counted, and number 

weighed are shown for each State in table 1. 

Over a million vehicles were counted at all 

stations during the period of the survey. 

About one-fifth of the vehicles counted were 

freight-carrying vehicles, of which almost one- 

half were weighed. 

Wherever traffic volume permitted, all 

trucks and truck combinations were stopped 

and weighed. Where this procedure was im- 

practicable, a sample was obtained by weigh- 

ing all of the less common types and omitting 

only vehicles of types sufficiently common to 

establish their characteristics from a sample. 

The type of vehicle, whether loaded or empty, 

the number of axles, and weight of each axle 

were recorded. The axle-spacing and total 

wheel-base length of the heavier vehicles ? 

were measured. Passenger cars and busses 

were counted but not stopped for weighing. 

\®  Prewar Travel Trend Fulfilled 

Figure 2 shows in chart form the vehicle- 

mileage of travel on all rural roads, by type of 

vehicle, for each year from 19386 to 1948, 

inclusive. It is apparent that the effect of 

the war on the long-term upward trend in 

traffic volumes has now been entirely over- 

come. A straight line from the top of the 

bar for 1936 to the top of the bar for 1948 

fits very closely the prewar trend from 1936 

to 1940. The bar for 1941 extends well 

above this line, but it is generally recognized 

that 1941 was a year of exceptional activity 

in preparation for the war. 

In the case of travel of trucks and truck 

combinations,‘ the 1948 value fits the 1936 

to 1940 trend, projected, almost exactly. For 

truck combinations alone, the 1936 to 1948 

line lies above the tops of the bars for all 

intervening years, indicating an accelerating 

3 Trucks and truck combinations weighing 13 tons or more 

and, in addition, single-unit trucks having an axle weighing 

18,000 pounds or more. 

‘In this article, the term truck is used to indicate a single- 

unit vehicle; truck combination to indicate tractor-truck semi- 

trailer (with or without full trailer) and truck with full trailer; 

and trucks and truck combinations to indicate all of these 

vehicles together. 
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Figure 2.—Travel on all rural roads, 1936-48, by classes of vehicles. 

growth in traffic by vehicles of this type. 

The ratios of traffic volumes on main rural 

roads in 1948 to those in corresponding months 

of 1947 are shown in table 2. Main roads, 

totaling 345,000 miles, are considered to be 

those of the entire State system in most 

States, and those of the primary State system 

in such States as Virginia and Pennsylvania 

where all or a large part of the rural-road 

mileage is under State control. The consistent 

increase in travel by most types of vehicles 

and in all sections of the country is clearly 

shown. Passenger-¢ar travel as a whole and 

that of trucks and truck combinations 

increased in all regions without exception. 

There were slight declines in some regions in 

travel of busses and foreign passenger cars, 

separately considered. 

The percentage distribution of travel in 

1948 is given for each census region and for 

the United States as a whole in table 3. In 

this table the single-unit trucks are divided 

into the four classification types based on 

axle and tire arrangement, while the truck 

combinations are divided according to the 

total number of axles of the combination, 

The classification of vehicles into these types, 

which has been used only in the last two 

annual surveys, permits more positive identi- 

fication than the use of the old “‘light, medium, 

Table 2.—Ratio of 1948 traffic on main rural roads to corresponding traffic in 1947 ! 

Central regions Eastern regions Western regions 

| United 
Vehicle type 

New 
England 

East 
North 
Central 

East 
South 
Central 

West 
North 
Central 

South 
Atlantic 

Middle 
Atlantic average 

West 
South 
Central 

States 

Average |Mountain| Pacific | Average | 2Verage 

Trucks and truck combinations: 
Single-unit trucks 
Truck combinations 

A)l trucks and truck combinations___- 

1 The ratios for ‘‘all vehicles’ are based on year-round automatic recorder data, while those for the individual vehicle types are based principally on the summer counts. 
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Eastern regions Central regions 

Table 3.—Percentage distribution of traffic, by vehicle types, in the summer of 1948 

Western regions 

Vehicle type 
New 

England 
| 

= a United 

| : East East West West States 
ae pera Average | North South North South | Average heeds Pacific | Average | *Verage 
ea, suka Central | Central | Central | Central 

Passenger cars: 
LOCA). Saige Sota er ae eer ee 
Foreign _- 

58. 34 

| 

59. 53 
17.75 

41.37 
34. 64 

69. 93 
10. 55 

60. 28 
- 90 18. 69 

Allpassenger cars: .-£2_ 22 =2h2 ee PAI 61 77. 28 76. 01 80. 78. 97 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel ands pickup ease a> ora eo ee §. 37 
Other 2-axrle,.A-tirg 0 2 . 69 
Other'2-axle:, 6-tire 2" fe ee 6. 48 
Thtree-axlesst > teeter Ba Aree . 30 

60. 40 57. 62 58. 79 60. 00 58. 76 61. 00 
16. 51 17.79 18.17 21. 84 18. 54 14. 79 

76. 91 | 75, 41 76. 96 81. 84 77.30 75. 79 

5. 16 6. 86 5. 99 3.95 6. 65 6. 02 
91 1.14 .99 . 26 . 66 1.10 

10. 10 8. 70 8. 92 6. 50 9. 63 10. 84 
- 56 34 . 42 21 12 . 22 

10, 28 6. 34 10. 31 4, 22 6. 28 6. 22 
. 63 61 . 38 1.09 . 85 Fife 

9.18 8. 62 7.53 5. 85 6. 41 8. 32 
. 20 . 20 42 - 90 .74 .37 

Tractor-truck and semitrailer combinations: 
7 

All tractor-truck semitrailer combina- 
TIONS eae ee ee eee, oo ~ “I . 02 3. 52 4, 52 4.18 “I 

Truck and trailer combinations: 
£0510 (Om less ot i ee eae 
O-AXIGL Set SE ee ee Eee 
G-eexle: (or, more) see eee oe eee 

All truck and trailer combinations____ 

14 Aah . 22 - 46 38 -13 
-O1 - 05 21 - 40 33 - 08 

sees . 02 27 1, 24 92 -18 

15 .18 70 2.10 1. 63 . 39 

Allicompinatigns--2e-eess. ee 3.48 

All trucks and truck combinations__-______- 16. 32 

BUSSES sis BE A ee ek a ee SP 1.47 

TAT, Vobiclesi nn) Meee aes we st AS ee | 

! Less than 0.005 percent. 

and heavy”’ categories and, at the same time, 

the groups are more homogeneous than those 

formerly used. 

The figures in table 3 indicate that truck 

travel on a percentage basis is heaviest in the 

West South Central region and only slightly 

lighter in the West North Central, South 

Atlantic, and Mountain regions, all of which 

have comparatively light total traffic. Other 

areas as, for instance, the New England, East 

North Central, and Pacific regions, where 

total traffic generally is heavy, have the 

smallest percentages of trucks. Certain types 

of vehicles, apparently favored by local con- 

ditions, are found principally in certain 

regions. For instance, the five-axle (or more) 

tractor-truck semitrailer combinations and the 

six-axle (or more) truck and trailer combina- 

tions are confined principally to the Western 

regions. The absence, on the other hand, of 

certain types in some regions as, for example, 

the truck and trailer combinations in the 

East South Central region, is noteworthy, 

Average Weights Again Increasing 

Figure 3 shows graphically the average 

weights of loaded and empty trucks and truck 

combinations, separately and combined, in 

each year from 1942 to 1948, inclusive, and in 

a prewar year, generally 1936 or 1937. The 

weights of single-unit trucks, both the loaded 

and the empty, increased each year from the 

1936-37 period through 1945, then leveled 

off and even decreased slightly. At the same 

time weights of both loaded and empty truck 

combinations increased each year of the period 
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5. 44 6. 20 5.52 | 6. 29 4.09 5.01 

- 02 - 02 . 02 LU aul are wees Bhd 
Out tae (1) LO ee -O1 
het Seseee eh caseete 05 Sse Je (1) 

. 02 . 02 . 02 Lop IN eee .18 

5. 46 6. 22 5, 54 6. 54 4.09 5. 19 

100. 00 

7. 

. 70 

100. 00 100. 00 

shown. The increase in average weight of 

loaded combinations from the 1936-37 period 

to 1948 was 47 percent, compared to only 14 

percent for single-unit trucks. The increase 

for all trucks and combinations was 54 percent, 

a figure higher than that for either type 

separately, because of the increased propor- 

tion of combinations in the latter year. 

The average weights of the various types of 

loaded and empty trucks and truck combina- 

tions in the summer of 1948 are shown in 

table 4, for the different regions. This table 

brings out clearly the important differences 

that exist in the weight characteristics of the 

40 

WEIGHT OF VEHICLES INCLUDING LOAD 

WEIGHT OF EMPTY VEHICLES 

w ie} 

WEIGHT IN.POUNDS — THOUSANDS 3 3 

PREWAR 

1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 
PREWAR 

1942 1943 

SINGLE-UNIT TRUCKS 

+ 
z 
oS 

TRUCK COMBINATIONS 

% Sse 

21, 82 20. 09 

. 94 

100. 00 

- 90 1. 

vehicles in the different groups. It will be 

noted, for example, that for the United States 

as a whole, the loaded three-axle, single-unit 

trucks weighed about twice as much as the 

two-axle, six-tire trucks. Similar differences 

existed throughout the various classifications. 

On the other hand, the regional differences in 

average weight for each of the vehicle types 

that are common throughout the country are 

surprisingly small. The extremely low weights 

of truck and trailer combinations in some 

regions, particularly the West North Central, 

indicate a predominance of small, home-made 

trailers of low capacity. 

1945 1946 1947 1948 1942 1943 1944 1945 

TRUCKS AND COMBINATIONS 

Figure 3.—Average weights of loaded and of empty trucks and truck combinations in the 
summers of 1942-48 and in a corresponding period of a prewar year. 
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‘Table 4.— Average weights (in pounds) of loaded and empty trucks and truck combinations, by vehicle types, in the summer of 1948 

Eastern regions Central regions Western regions 

4 eat he 7 -| United 
Vehicle type ' ae r States 

New | Middle | South East East West West States 
England | Atlantic | Atlantic Average | North South North South | Average |Mountain| Pacific | Average | *V°T@8e 

Central | Central | Central | Central 

AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF LOADED VEHICLES 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pick-up vas. ee 4, 619 4, 942 4, 666 4, 760 4, 755 5,094 | . 4,909 6, 615 5, 545 4, 967 4,357 | 4,627 5, 143 
Other7-axles4-tirg? te ears eee aes 6, 321 8, 126 9, 320 8, 668 6, 384 6,596 | 6,730 10, 706 7, 465 7,542 | 6,647 | 6,755 7 788 
Othor#-axl6,.6-tire asc sears eae ee 14,290 | 15,364 | 13,342 | 14,299 | 13,265 | 14,156 | 13,191 14,057 | 13,504 | 13,471 | 12,541 12,864 | 13,679 
Sarid weg: ie oes Ue ee ae 29,102 | 34,171 | 23,938 | 29,076 | 26,802 | 28,043 | 24,804 | 24,020 | 25,701 | 25,303 |~25,265 | 25,272 | 26,700 

AD OTAGO S. 2, o.oo SR, ee 10, 827 13, 007 10, 914 11, 736 10, 948 11, 792 10, 680 10, 417 10,808 | 10,232 10, 648 10, 501 11, 064 
Truck combinations: | ‘ 

Tractor-truck and semitrailer__________- 36, 079 42, 240 35, 482 37, 945 37, 552 34, 640 38, 337 35, 920 37, 028 41,761 | 45,979 44, 888 38, 600 
rack and trailer. Se - Ye Se 1 (1) (1) (1) BO, ODM eee 13, 628 32, 164 38, 863 55,416 | 53,659 53, 878 50, 611 
VOLTA. oa sees ete ES Fe 2} 36, 087 42,170 35, 402 37, 883 38, 107 34, 640 37, 513 35, 846 37, 094 43,942 | 48,299 47,328 | 39,455 

Average, all trucks and truck combinations... 17, 541 21, 691 18, 268 19, 502 22, 914 18, 409 17, 932 18, 076 19, 793 18, 999 22, 689 21, 571 20, 034 

AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF EMPTY VEHICLES 

Single-unit trucks: 
Paneland pick-up. ss. 25) see ee ase 3, 685 4, 052 3, 703 3, 809 3, 932 3, 891 3, 959 4,456 | 4,139 | 3,804 3, 543 3, 705 3, 958 
Other*2-axle, 4stire:3 te ee ee 5, 003 4, 863 5, 188 5, 028 4, 756 4, 798 5, 260 6, 337 5, 425 4, 993 4, 980 4, 983 5, 189 
Other,2-axle, 6-tire” 222 et ayer 8, 583 8, 931 7, 186 8, 108 7, 671 7, 493 7, 694 7, 873 7, 712 7, 440 7, 633 7, 542 7, 824 
hed | ee A ad OR ge Te ae A Cea 14, 974 13, 852 11, 856 13, 347 13, 897 11, 687 12, 432 16, 208 14, 042 14, 083 14, 495 14, 417 13, 898 
PA VOTACO Ly \ eke a a ts 228 Jive tvs fhe 6, 105 7, 067 5, 313 6, 080 6, 022 5, 698 6, 081 6, 157 6, 030 5, 114 6, 089 5, 572 5, 976 

Truck combinations: 

Tractor-truck and semitrailer____---_--- 19, 599 20, 405 17, 647 18, 952 18, 956 16, 288 19, 683 17, 260 18, 299 21, 276 21, 588 21, 470 18, 798 
‘Drackrand trailors seen oe see oe kan|p = 8 (1) (1) (1) 2p, 44 ge | eee oe 10, 919 19, 203 21, 070 25, 728 26, 520 26, 357 24, 556 
hyorage...cfoces) 1G) Sone ie 19,599 | 20,411 17,643 | 18,953 | 19,413 16,288 | 19,366 | 17,300 | 18,425 | 22,127 | 23,341 | 22,949 | 19,140 

Average, all trucks and truck combinations_- 8,172 9, 455 7, 374 8, 276 9,864 | 6,911 8,707 | 8,477 8, 648 7, 161 9,516 | 8,343 8, 481 
| | | 

1 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 

Table 5.—Comparison of estimated vehicle-miles of travel on main rural roads in 1936, 1941, 1946, 1947, and 1948 

Passenger cars and All trucks and truck a 
busses ! aan atone Single-unit trucks Truck combinations 

All 
vehicles, 
vehicle- Percentage of Percentage of) 

Percentage Percentage 
miles Brant Vehicle- of all Vehicle- | all trucks and } Vehicle- | alltrucks and} Vehicle- 

' miles truck com- miles truck com- é iles ile vehicles miles vehicles miles 

1946: 1941 ratio 
1946: 1936 ratio 

TY Sue ae Ae Bara eee «es ok 

ROSS LOLI sare eee ree ee fea OSE 
1948: 1941 ratio 
1948: 1936 ratio 

1 Percentages of total 1948 travel by passenger 

Truck Travel Greater in 1948 

A comparison of the estimated vehicle- 

miles of travel on main rural roads is shown 

in figure 4 for loaded and empty single-unit 

trucks and truck combinations, separately 

and combined, for each year from 1936 to 

1948, inclusive. This chart further empha- 

sizes the steady growth of truck traffic during 

the period 1936 to 1941, the temporary effect 

of the wartime restrictions, and the phenom- 

enal upsurge in highway truck transportation 

subsequent to the end of the war in 1945, 

Table 5 gives a comparison of the estimated 

vehicle-miles of travel by vehicles of different 

types on all main rural roads in 1936, the 

earliest year for which comprehensive weight 

data are available; in 1941, the peak prewar 

year, 5 years after the beginning of the 

surveys; in 1946, 10 years after the beginning 

of the surveys; and in 1947 and 1948, the 

latest years. The ratios of 1948 travel to 
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binations | binations | | 

Millions Miltions Millions Millions | | Millions 
88, 412 73, 005 : 15, 407 82. 12, 650 ~ | t! 2, 757 

122, 505 98, 320 ; 24,185 3 19,057 | 21. 2 5, 128 
1.39 1 18 1.57 96 1.61 118-9 1. 86 

124, 149 99, 803 9.6 24, 346 3.¢ 17, 838 (aa 6, 508 
1.01 1,02 : 1.01 ~% 94 : 1.27 
1.40 1.37 we 1.58 ; 1.41 2.36 

137, 512 108, 880 20. 8 28, 632 6 20, 746 5 7, 886 
147, 597 115, 837 : 31, 760 5 23,138 | 8, 622 

1, 07 : 1.06 . 0: Hed lil : 1.12 3 1,09 
1. 20 : 1.18 : 1.31 > ieel | E 1,68 
1. 67 G 1.59 : 2. 06 . 8 L588 | we 3. 13 

cars and by busses are reported separately in table 3, 

30 
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Figure 4.—Travel on main rural roads, 1936-48, by loaded and by empty trucks and truck 
combinations. 

that of the preceding years show that increases than for passenger cars in all cases; and that 

for trucks and combinations were much greater increases for truck combinations were greater 
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| TRUCK COMBINATIONS 

TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS, GOMBINED 

SINGLE-UNIT TRUCKS 

AVERAGE CARRIED LOAD- TONS 

| 
Figure 5.—Average load carried by 
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trucks and truck combinations on 
main rural roads, 1936-48. 

than for single-unit trucks except from 1947 

to 1948. In the 12 years from 1936 to 1948, 

passenger-car travel increased about 60 per- 

eent, travel by all trucks and combinations 

doubled, and travel by truck combinations, 

considered separately, more than tripled. 

Figure 5 gives a comparison of the average 

load carried by single-unit trucks, truck com- 

binations, and all of these vehicles combined, 

in the 13 years that the planning surveys have 

been operating. The general trend of load 

weights was upward throughout the period. 

The slight decline in the weight of the load 

carried by single-unit trucks since 1945 has 

been more than offset by the increased use of 

combinations and the increased weight of the 

load of vehicles of this type. 

Figure 6 shows a comparison for each year 

from 1936 through 1948 of the ton-miles of 

freight carried by trucks and truck combina- 

tions on main rural roads. The chart demon- 

* strates clearly how truck combinations are 

transporting each year a larger portion of the 

total amount of highway freight. In 1936 

the truck combinations hauled slightly less _ 
ton-mileage than the single-unit trucks, while — 
in 1948 they hauled more than twice as much, — 
The sharp increase in the total ton-mileage 

during the last 3 years is especially striking. 

Percentage Loaded Remains 

Constant 

In table 6 is shown a comparison of the per- 

centage of vehicles carrying loads, the average 

earried load, and the ton-mileage carried for 

all trucks and combinations, for single-unit 

trucks, and for truck combinations in 1948 

and the other significant periods used in table 

5. The trend in average weight carried, 

shown graphically in figure 5, and that of the 

ton-mileage transported, shown in figure 6, 

have already been discussed. For the country 

as a whole, from 1947 to 1948, the percentage 

of trucks and truck combinations carrying 

loads decreased slightly. This decrease was 

not sufficient to offset a slight increase from 

1946 to 1947, so the percentage loaded still 

remained slightly above that in 1946. It 

appears, then, that the downward trend in 

percentage loaded, noted each year from 1942 

to 1946, inclusive, was halted in 1946, prob- 

ably due to the fact that passenger cars were 

becoming more plentiful, and the tendency to 

use trucks in leu of passenger cars began to 

decrease. Since 1946 the trend has not been 

clearly established. It was still true in 1948 

that over half of the single-unit trucks passing 

the stations were empty, the percentage loaded 

being 47 percent in 1948 compared to 61 

percent in 1936. 

Table 7 gives a detailed comparison of the 

percentage of vehicle-miles of travel, percent- 

age of vehicles loaded, average carried load, and 

percentage of total ton-miles carried by the 

various types of trucks and truck combina- 

tions traveling on main rural roads in 1947 

and 1948. Many interesting comparisons can 

be made from this table, showing the relative 

importance from a freight-carrying stand- 

point of different portions of the traffic 
stream. For instance, it may be seen from 

the table that in 1948, while panel and pick-up 

trucks traveled almost 29 percent of the 

vehicle-miles, they accounted for less than 3 

percent of the ton-mileage; likewise, while the 

tractor-truck and semi-trailer combinations 

Table 6.—Comparison of the estimated percentage of trucks and truck combinations loaded, average carried load, and ton-miles carried 
on main rural roads in 1936, 1941, 1946, 1947, and 1948 

All trucks and truck combinations Single-unit trucks Truck combinations 

Year | Average Average Average Percentage en teh Ton-miles| Percentage) \,; ta ot Ton-miles| Percentage weight of | Lon-miles 
loaded ee carried | loaded | “S180U% | carried loaded AS : carried carried load | carried load carried load 

ne 2 | E ay | 

Tons Millions Tons Millions Tons Millions 
LOOG it ae tae eee eRe ee et eee 62.8 2. 90 28, 005 60.7 1. 86 14, 258 72.2 6. 90 13, 747 
LOSI = ie Fas hai oy erga oe eo ee ee 66. 7 3. 64 58, 737 65. 4 2. 29 28, 487 71.6 8. 23 30, 250 

FOLI2TOSG POUROS 2.8. Se a 8 ee. ee eae 1.06 1. 26 2.10 1.08 1, 23 2. 00 -99 1.19 2.20 
CT Re eS Ree oe BVP RL aes ee. 5137 4. 84 60, 892 46. 4 2.31 19, 101 66. 2 9. 70 41, 791 

OLB IGE FANG. = 28 toe. Aw bee Ae. $e eed .78 1.83 1.04 ROL 1.01 . 67 . 92 1.18 1.38 
10661086 1400s a ee. te oe ee . 82 1.67 OOF. 76 1.24 1. 34 92 1. 41 3.04 

NY ee Rs SEER ie AS aa ence = Bee Se 53. 5 4.81 73, 610 48.3 2. 26 22, 610 67.1 9. 63 51, 000 
1048. = 2-2 Eire apis ee ae ae ee hee 52. 2 5. 02 83, 119 46.8 2. 33 25, 219 66.5 10.10 57, 900 

TOSS TOL £OtiO oo ak ate Soa. ae ae ee . 98 1.04 1.13 . 97 1.03 1.12 99 1.05 1,14 
POLS 1047 valle ee oe ee eS ee ee 4 1.38 1. 42 yg) 1.02 . 89 - 93 1. 23 1.91 
LEAST OG vatip s= 2e  e e  e y  eee . 83 1.78 2.97 Arig 1, 25 Arye .92 1. 46 4. 21 
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traveled about 25 percent of the vehicle- 
mileage, they carried 63 percent of the ton- 

mileage. 3 

From the portion of table 7 showing the 80 Aa RUSK COMBINATIONS 
‘ percentage of vehicles carrying loads, by 

types, it can be observed that the percentage 

of vehicles carrying loads increases directly as 

the size of the vehicle type, extending from ste 
the light panel and pick-up trucks that are 

loaded 37 percent of the time to the heavy aN 4 bes 
truck and trailer combinations that are loaded pie is See 
70 percent of the time. 

{TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS ae 

SINGLE-UNIT TRUCKS 

Frequency of Loads Above Legal 

Limit Increases 60 

Table 8 shows the frequency of illegal 

loadings, expressed as the number of trucks 

and truck combinations of each type per 1,000 

such vehicles counted, empties included, that 

exceeded the permissible axle, axle-group, or 

gross-weight legal limits in effect in the indi- 

vidual States in the summer of 1948.  Viola- 

tions of the State laws were most frequent in 

the East North Central region, where it was 

found that 84 of each 1,000 vehicles exceeded 

a State weight limit, 20 of these vehicles ex- 

ceeding the limit by more than 20 percent. 

The Middle Atlantic region stood second in 

frequency of violations, for in this area 65 

vehicles out of each 1,000 exceeded a load limit, 

and 17 such vehicles exceeded the limit by 

more than 20 percent. 30 

A comparison of the frequency data con- 

cerning violations of State weight laws in 1948, 

as shown in table 8, with similar data collected 

in the previous year, indicates that these 

violations have increased in all areas except 

the Pacific and New England regions. In the 20 

Pacific region the frequency of violations 

decreased almost 25 percent, while in the New 

England region the frequency remained the 

same as in the previous year, at 35 per 1,000. 

50 

40 

TON-MILES ANNUALLY - BILLIONS 

Comparison with Recommended 
Weight Limits 

Uniform regulations concerning maximum 

allowable gross weights, axle weights, and axle- 

group weights have been adopted as a policy fe) 

by the American Association of State High- 

way Officials and recommended to the various 1947 SSS AN 1942 SSS SM 
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Figure 6.—Ton-miles carried by trucks and truck combinations on main rural 
(Text continued on page 298; tables 8-11 are on pages 294-5) roads, 1936-48. 

Table 7.—Percentage of vehicle-miles of travel, percentage loaded, average carried load, and percentage of total ton-miles carried by 
various types of trucks and truck combinations on main rural roads in 1948 compared to that in corresponding months of 1947 

Percentage of vehicle- 
miles of travel 

: Percentage of ton- 
Percentage loaded Average carried load mileage carried 

Vehicle type 

1948 | 1947 1948 | 1947 1948 1947 1948 1947 

Single-unit trucks: | Tons | Tons | 

Panel and pick-up 28. 90 28. | 36.7 0. 64 0. 63 2. 60 2. 74 
3. 59 ay | 51.9 | 1, 24 1.29 “oor | . 06 

38. 66 36. 53.6 54. 3. 10 | 2. 91 24, 51 | 22. 26 
1.70 Sats 55. 2 5528 6. 57 5. 80 2.35 4. 66 

AL SIN GION PICKS Seca ae eee eee og ee ee 72. 85 2. 46 46.8 oe 2. 33 2. 26 30. 34 | 30. 72 
Truck combinations: 

Tractor-truck and semitrailer 25. 35 24.96 | 66. 2 Wy 9. 83 9. 25 63.09 | 60. 32 
Truck and trailer PSOne ut 2. 70. 2 P 13. 64 13. 38 iy ee 8. 96 

All truck combinations | PANY IAG | 66. 5 ; 10. 10 | 9. 63 69. 66 69. 28 

All trucks and truck-combinations 100.00 | 100.00 | 52, 2 | 53. 5. 02 4,81 100.00 | 100.00 
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Table 9.—Number of atles: per 1 000 loaded and empty tr Wc 

truck combinations that exceeded the permissible axle-load 

limit of 18,000 pounds recommended by the A. A. S. H. O. by 

Table 8.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 

loaded and empty vehicles, that exceeded the permissible axle, 

axle-group, or gross-weight laws in effect in the States by various 

percentages (maximum) of overload, in the summer of 1948 

1 Less than 5 per 10,000, 

294 

various percentages of overload, in the summer of 1948 

ee 

1 Less than 5 per 10,000. 

Number per 1,000 overloaded Number per 1,000 overloaded 

Number more than Namba more than 

Region and type of vehicle (panel per 1,000) -—=—- x Region and type of vehicle (panel per 1,000 

and pick-up trucks excluded) over- 50 and pick-up trucks excluded) over- 50 
loaded | 5 per- |10 per- | 20 per-) 30 per-| 4) loaded | 5 per- |10 per- | 20 per-| 30 per- per- 

cent | cent | cent | cent ae cent | cent | cent | cent ee 

New England: ay ere 
DalorAchives ee) ae ee ee — its ana ae eae oe PAX IGY 4-01 TO eee tS cee ee --~ -5- -=- ==; === -5 
vac ee een Reece an 18 14 8 3 1 (1) Darleb-tirol a aeese- 82.2) eee 45 39 31 17 9 3 
SAvlet loo Ree ee 97 69 55 27 3 ‘e Sake eee hoe mt een es ope eee 95 62 39 7 --- - 

Average, single-unit trucks- - -- 11 9 5 2 1 (1) Average, single-unit trucks- ----- 25 21 17 9 5 2 

Tractor-truck and semitrailer_--- 124 90 62 30 16 2 Tractor-truck and semitrailer_-_---- 432 353 278 147 65 10 

Truck and trailer___._._-__------ ee 2s =a ae m Ls ruck and Grallel 2pm = see eee Lo ae --- --- -~- -- 
Average, truck combinations - - 124 90 62 30 16 2 Average. truck combinations- - -- 432 353 278 147 65 10 

Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 

alee eae ee = a 35 26 17 8 4 (1) HOTS aoe on ol ee eee aon 112 92 73 38 18 4 

Middle Atlantic: Middle Atlantic: 
Marie, 4tithss | eee ex. aoe ote ape eis Er 2-axleyastire st 22 J. cee ee se 3 ee sa --- --- --- -- 
Orlov OctiLeh nae ot ee 35 28 20 6 4 a DAXIOMO LITO. 2S. ee ee 78 67 58 38 26 6 
os al: ee ee, Oe OR EOS Er 133 106 86 56 56 12 Seaxtete tee ts. 2t Sere ae 208 148 146 65 63 3 

Average, single-unit trucks-- -- 26 20 15 5 4 () Average, single-unit trucks -_---- 54 45 40 25 18 4 

Tractor-truck and semitrailer---- 186 127 101 55 27 a Tractor-truck and semitrailer__---- 672 583 499 313 152 41 

uek and trailers. =e oe uf a = Hes or we Trick and trailers: 2) teens es ee aan ee === ==- =a 

Average, truck combinations _ - 185 126 101 55 27 4 Average, truck combinations__-_| 669 580 497 312 151 41 

Average, all trucks and combina- : Average, all trucks and combina- 
RLOUS . eee ee ee 2 Se 65 46 36 17 10 1 CIOS eee ce ae eee 205 177 153 96 51 13 

South Atlantic: South Atlantic: 
2-mle, '4-lire oo a2 oe See aa aie Jas ee Has poe re axle Active. sa ae ee ee ee _—_ 28: Be =ee - 

Orava ore yh, wat teed eae ese 9 7 6 2 1 se Qaxley Olt. - Pe. a.vabateee sets 12 9 8 3 Lire & 
S-avig. sto0 beste Bror eee Se 105 71 51 26 9 ae Sax aser VI eer SP ae ee 96 64 64 6 == = 

Average, single-unit trucks. --- 7 5 4 2 1 & Average, single-unit trucks --~-_- 8 6 5 2 1 () 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer_-_-- 190 126 84 34 15 1 Tractor-truck and semitrailer_-__-- 346 249 170 73 26 2 

Tyruekand trailersene. 2s ease ee 3 ms ae ea a= ws TI Cks aN Oabrallek =e ee ee eee y a, wns a ah me ae 

Average, truck combinations__| 190 126 84 34 15 1 Average, truck combinations____| 345 248 170 73 26 2 

Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- . 
Hos’ ott os OL ete! 56 37 25 11 5 (4) Tons sk Beare OE ee ee 98 vail 49 21 8 1 

East North Central: East North Central: 
OaxlG, 4-tten as Jee eee a pee ae Ea pate = 2-axle, 4-tire ae a ae —s= --- -- 
DAX|eOsbilG oe sees eae Cees 10 8 4 1 () ee! 2-axle, 6-tire 11 8 4 1 (1) a 
SaNiGl Si. Meee eee 2 tee 62 32 iy} 26 19 ae Sa kT eV aes sca 2 ee ee a ee ee ee 13 13 6 “se -- -- 

Average, single-unit trucks. -- 7 5 3 1 (1) a Average, single-unit trucks -_--.-- uf 5 2 1 (‘) ah. 

Tractor-truck and semitrailer____| 194 141 95 47 19 3 Tractor-truck and semitrailer______ 221 152 91 36 12 2 
rick and trauerssss2 40. 2 aoe 673 565 331 147 103 13 TETUCK ANG WLallelee soa See 792 369 161 21 4 -- 

Average, truck combinations__| 212 157 104 51 22 3 Average, truck combinations__._| 243 160 94 35 11 2 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 
HOTS eet. co) See oe 84 62 41 20 8 1 TiO Ss S| ey Ok ee eae ee 95 64 38 14 4 1 

East South Central: East South Central: 
Dax le iat Oe eee. 22 ee ee t-2 ES: a aoe roe = 2Axle; Alive 2 5 oe eee ae mae i ae wat === -- 
DARIO NO-titee es eee tn eens 23 15 9 3 (1) S. Dayle, 6-tiresecs ee ee eee 23 15 9 3 (1) ee 
3-axl6. eee See 74 57 57 34 17 17 Scaxlow. clo. See ee Soe eae 58 40 40 17 aoe == 

Average, single-unit trucks_-___ 14 9 5 2 (1) (1) Average, single-unit trucks_____- 13 9 5 2 () “= 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer --__ 183 139 100 55 24 5 Tractor-truck and semitrailer_-____- 236 174 120 56 23 4 
Truck anditraileres-. . seen ee a a ane ose ae Truckrand trailer. c=. sees ee Boe ee ee <2 os -- 
Average, truck combinations-_-_ 183 139 100 55 24 5 Average, truck combinations- -__ 236 174 120 56 23 4 

Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 
tidns.. 2. Se ee 47 34 23 12 5 1 GOT) a eS Ge nee 56 41 27 12 4 1 

West North Central: West North Central: 
2-axle, 4-fire aes eee er 1 ae a Z oe as 2-A¢leN4d-tire bs 22» eas Sepa eee (1) - =se ah e = =e 
Taxa Oiler see. kee 4 1 1 (1) (1) a3 eh dy (bbe ee eh nL a be 5 2 1 (‘) (1) we 
S-axle Store ses ee ae eee = 6 4 see ne a za S-AX16 2 2. 5s SS een a eee 3 eae ane =-- 2 -- 

Average, single-unit trucks__-_- 3 1 i (1) (1) *s Average, single-unit trucks__-___- 3 1 1 (1) (1) -- 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer__-- 222 149 84 32 13 2 Tractor-truck and semitrailer_____- 210 124 64 21 8 2 

Truckand trailers. 222 pees = os SES we 25 Ap ruck and tratleteer. eee eee 8 we ae sey a 2 edt -- 
Average, truck combinations__| 214 144 81 31 13 2 Average, truck combinations_.-_| 203 120 62 20 8 2 

Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 
tions. see eet ee ee 50 33 19 7 3 () tigris. 1, Beebe eee oe sy re: 47 27 15 4 2 () 

West South Central: West South Central: 
2-axlo, 4-tira mse. meee ee ee ee 11 8 8 Bae ee a O-arlendetite Bae eee eee ea 11 8 8 Poors eee 24 
2-0x)6,'6-tirdi owes ee Ase he oe 9 6 3 1 () se D-AXIO Core eee ne oe eee eee 8 a 3 1 (1) = 
Saxle 2 aw ae Se de cock. Se 13 13 13 13 7 7 Graton ae Rak Wi 9, Ves aaa eee! 20 13 13 13 13 a 

Average, single-unit trucks. -_- 5 3 2 1 (1) (1) Average, all single-unit trucks__- 9 3 2 1 (1) es 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer___- 166 127 89 44 22 6 Tractor-truck and semitrailer_____- 197 144 93 45 21 6 ¢ 
PM rNCK and trailer. 26 aeoee ae 49 49 AQ 49 49 # (Pruckjanidytrallers: =o eee 137 127 88 a caf -- af 

Average, truck combinations _ - 164 125 88 44 23 6 Average, truck combinations- -__ 196 143 92 144 21 6 > dap 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- i * 

CIGHS tees. a ee 47 35 24 12 6 2 fions..# sre 2s es ee 58 40 26 12 5 2 ie ' 
Mountain: Mountain: + 

DAXIG PASATOr tne te Abe hooey 2 a a ee ae ES 2-316, Ashen. see ae eee ee ee as one ee = nee = a 
MWANIG AG UIT@noe woos bo. ee ee 25 16 10 5 3 (‘) Paxlé G-liteeeesis et eee ee 23 16 10 5 3 = get 
Sax OMe eee oc ts. Se 8 8 4 4 Bas = Sax lois 2 ae eae oe eee ee 4 4 4 4 thos =a , 

Average, single-unit trucks____ 10 7 4 2 1 (1) Average, all single-unit trucks___ 9 7 4 7 1 a3 : 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer____ 174 143 102 46 20 4 Tractor-truck and semitrailer______ 135 95 66 20 7 4 : 
TROGR ATG Allok <a osees- oes 178 112 75 44 27 is Trick.angtraners- 2 ee ee 112 73 52 ol 18 5 

Average, truck combinations_ 175 138 98 46 21 4 Average, truck combinations____ 131 91 64 23 9 1 . 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- a! 

tions. 8.0 et eee ee 40 31 OF 10 5 1 tidnss om 2 See en ae 32 23 15 6 2 (1) Pe 
Pacifie: Pacific: ts, 

2PAXAG | SCUlTG nee eee eee ee nee ss so aoe Be. ws Q-axle,'4-bires. suas 8 ee = SAG ses = ee - = 
Q-arlenG-tira. een ea ete ee ee 12 7 1 () _ JamlenG-tiler. nace se acon see tee aes 12 7 4 (1) (1) SS P 
Cid (Rew uy. ga Raa Niane eee ce 26 11 5 MX aes a: wd {ee oe ae Oe De Cees eu 13 2 2 $2. aa * 4 

Average, single-unit trucks____ 8 4 2. (1) () ES Average, single-unit trucks_____- rf 4 2 (1) () = 4 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer___- 105 56 36 15 2 = Tractor-truck and semitrailer_____- 79 42 20 1 a ‘ 
Truck and trailers 7422622 A 127 47 12 am MS A pe "Tracker: trailer.s0 wane eee ae 97 36 10 Ee ae oa bi 

Average, truck combinations __ 112 53 28 10 1 = Average, truck combinations __- _- 85 40 17 4 1 es _ 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- € 

_ tions- Sea pe eat eS 9 4b 21 ra 4 (4) bas ions’ 5 Ae ee eee 35 17 7 1 (1) -- 
United States average: United States average: = 

2-ON1G,4-tInehe oe. Se eee a ae 1 1 1 es a, rs D-arigt4-tite 22. keene eee 1 1 1 .< we ie. sl 
PBRIOOAILG ree. Lee eee ten ee 15 10 ii 2 1 (‘) Paxles G-tire2. 2 eee eee 22 18 14 8 5 1 ‘ 
PANle Mal Stee shacks Ae eet 42 33 20 15 3 Savio: ios eee eee ep 64 43 41 15 12 1 i 

Average, single-unit trucks ---- 9 6 5 2 1 (1) Average, single-unit trucks- -_---- 14 11 9 5 3 1 a 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer___- 179 125 85 41 18 3 Tractor-truck and semitrailer_____- 281 211 150 76 33 (: « 
Trap anOtraueres. ooo eee 186 114 59 25 18 7. Trnek. and trailer. .23. 22 ek ae 179 82 36 6 3 1 tat 

Average, truck combinations _ _ 179 124 83 40 18 3 Average, truck combinations_ - -- 274 202 142 ee 31 6 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 

Ln Ca 6 ot eee ene P= 1 tions..2..8 Sa ee, ae ees 85 63 45 23 11 2 



. é JSS - —_— ae ait eel => ¥ au \ 7 A ais © Ce 
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Mi Table 10.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 
; loaded and empty vehicles, that exceeded the permissible axle- 

group loads reeommended by the A. A. S. H. O. by various per- 
centages of overload, in the summer of 1948 

Table 11.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 
loaded and empty vehicles, that exceeded the permissible 
motor-vehicle loads recommended by the A. A. S. H. O. by 
various percentages (maximum) of overload, summer of 1948 

Number per 1,000 overloaded Number per 1,000 overloaded 
rah bar more than — ram bes more than — 

Region pact ypsct yeniels aes pee % feasia fink ies tape sexe aes reek 5 
en NE wae ha ghar loaded | 5 per- |10 per- | 20 per-| 30 per-| loaded | 5 per- |10 per- | 20 per-| 30 per-| yo, 

cent | cent | cent | cent pee cent | cent | cent | cent pay 

New England: New England: 
ine o-AXIG, 4-b1FO 2. oe cee oe ere Ol ae = a = ee ae. DeNgles 4 tiles! soe Be eh. ae ps8 cos ar 2 

| DIA SIOMOSITO. See =o em Cn 1 1 () a Stee oe 2AX10, O-tiren es Sas eh oP. Oe 45 39 30 16 8 2 
| Saat ee ae Tin TS es 84 74 55 17 3 RS B-AXIGss SWAN ey SAY irae 99 ‘i 59 17 3 7 

Average, single-unit trucks_____- 2 2 1 (4) (4) = Average, single-unit trucks____ 25 21 17 8 4 1 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer_____- 66 46 26 9 3 (1) Tractor-truck and semitrailer____ 285 240 196 109 56 8 
Trick anditrailer! iss. Ss a Be ee ce dee! e PrUCK ad trallers sas ee) ee bis ee a cs 223 Fo 

Average, truck combinations ____ 66 46 26 9 3 () Average, truck combinations__- 285 240 196 109 56 8 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 

Hionss-o 6. Sk FAS EST R 16 11 6 2 1 (‘) {BO} ase ee A Ra ea te ee 80 68 55 30 15 2 
Middle Atlantic: Middle Atlantic: 

2-AXIGS 4-blYe see cent Ne = see Cr3 aa =u: = BAKO A-VITG. Praet wom. Sees 2 ra bey Bes” aie Se 
POLIG AG ILO 2k eee Sewanee cise Se 5 1 wok aes. es D-UMIONG-UILG sUe- | dane? eee 78 67 58 38 26 6 
SEE alr 8 eS teal ens No er Roe oe 154 136 98 59 47 30 OEHXIO stat st tl eet eS L ee & 169 159 139 59 47 30 

Average, single-unit trucks. ___-- 8 5 3 2 2 1 Average, single-unit trucks____ 53 46 40 25 17 5 
Tractor- truck and semitrailer_____ 201 150 112 60 37 8 Tractor-truck and semitrailer____ 433 404 362 256 138 42 
Ppracksanaitrailer ass eee — Le =ae 5 # = Be rack and trailers oe) eos ee Pe: a3 oe he. =e. = 

Average, truck combinations_--_- 200 149 111 60 37 8 Average, truck combinations__- 431 402 360 255 137 42 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- ‘ 

(Wonse..: Se ede NYA 55 40 30 16 11 3 GIONS S Aes Wee ae hae RE. Re 146 134 119 82 47 14 
South Atlantic: South Atlantic: 

CAKE; ANG: oe fae Se rhe = ey sus ee = +e a 2axle:4-tites> So 2 we ee ges = e ‘Z x ve 
Draxio OsbitGs.. seid goood eet eee ect aes ae ake 2n =e 2-AXIECO-tiTC me eee cody A 12 9 8 3 1 () 
Bax] ome ae ee gue Aes LY 83 58 36 21 9 = Beis dl suki Roe ain NN glen oO parated 108 84 58 27 11 2 

Average, single- unit trucks 2 1 1 (*) (1) ta Average, single-unit trucks ___- 8 6 5 2 1 (1) 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer__--_- 45 31 22 11 7 1 Tractor-truck and semitrailer____| 245 184 128 59 25 3 
Truck and trailer_______ Babee Ape ae = =o os -- ee Mruckianditrailen es. -s ee oes fe ge: Bes so a 

Average, truck combinations ___- 45 31 22 11 7 1 Average, truck combinations.__| 244 184 128 59 | 25 3 
_ Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 

TOTS eee rete ee ae el Pe Oat 14 9 7 3 2 (1) CLOTS eee ON ee st 71 54 38 17 7 1 
East North Central: East North Central: 
2-AX10 7 4-UITG pce ee ee px 3 =e aoe Se She =e 2-axlea4-tire MA -b Se oe ee Ae ee ee ae - 2 pies oe 
Dx, Gtite sess ees ey he ae aoe = 225 ~s Soe ae 2-AX16, O-biTOm see se oe 10 8 4 1 (1) — 
S-xioueetns. eet ree SUSI 30 13 nee ae = = BE yd ei eiies. OE a Ik Cee ey 30 13 13 a: se e 

Average, single-unit trucks_____- 1 (1). ae ee Os = Average, single-unit trucks. ___ 7 4 3 1 (1) eu 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer__-___- 103 76 55 26 11 2 Tractor-truck and semitrailer____ 196 149 100 d4 17 4 
Mrookanditrailers pee see 763 684 633 361 205 68 Truck and trailer__-.____________ 821 739 637 400 209 68 

Average, truck combinations..__| 128 99 77 39 18 4 Average, truck combinations__| 220 171 120 57 24 6 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 

GLa Sees ees ee Se re es 49 37 29 15 7 1 (alga pod entree Ey REY Le 87 67 47 22 9 2 
East South Central: East South Central: 

¢ ORIG ATLITO Ce ese ke eee =a S26 a woe --- = 2-AxlG4-LITO see soe eens ae i) ee ae Se P 
Daxion O-tite = pees ie eset 24 es ae =e = --- a 2axilow6-tire eee meek Ja SL 23 15 9 3 @ = 
ahiwe hy Me Mea! ted ae eee tae 17 17 17 17 == 3g S:a 7) Ounew ees Oe) ee eee 40 40 40 17 a ee! 

Average, single-unit trucks. _____ (4) (1) (4) (1) 232 BS Average, single-unit trucks____ 13 9 5 2 (1) . 
Tractor- truck and semitrailer_____ 34 19 12 7 3 aa Tractor-truck and semitrailer____ 172 131 91 46 20 1 
MW rucksand trailers 225s. 2 nF =e ee me aoe aaa a ITM PICK ATIG EPAller ieee og SE gd ae <a 

Average, truck combinations ____ 34 19 12 7 3 Se Average, truck combinations__- 172 131 91 46 20 4 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 

ELOT See Meee Cee ee 7 4 2 1 1 =e TONS ae ce eh ae eee 44 33 22 i 4 1 
West North Central: , West North Central: 
BAe nscite eee ~ fee Soe ne aoe as aoe == --- a Daxled4-tiro ease te oe eee ihe ig] eee en ae De 42 
DAKIONO (VITO \= wate eee te ==8 Sas ae --- 23 Daxlei6-(iros eset ey 5 2 I (1) (1) () 
Soa leie Mee ane. Rhee te eer ae ets 12 12 are Pe ae ys Shaxiomeran). s. ame Sian parr. Nees 15 15 x aa ~ ae: 

Average, single-unit trucks-____-_- (1) Q) Kafe — --- as Average, single-unit trucks____ a 1 (4) (1) (1) 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer_____- 109 73 45 12 4 (1) Tractor-truck and semitrailer___- 209 +'| 140 82 27 10 2 
TraCkiand Lraller ten. oo eee Oe ae Dae = == i= as Mricktand-trailer a) foe eee me Aree = bS5s ee ee: 

Average, truck combinations__-_- 105 7 43 12 4 (2) Average, truck combinations__| 202 | 135 79 26 10 2 

Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 
TONS sre Sore th ete See” 23 16 10 3 1 (1) THOT Ste SN se ee ee Pe NE 47 31 18 6 2 QQ) 

West South Central: West South Central: 
aN AS LIT Geos eee = a ee 11 8 8 See: — = 5-axle,.4-titanee ee eee 11 8 8 oe: ue gf 
AO xO GobIl Sa eee fa Sa =P me = heh --: = 2-axle-\6-tiroe | eee eee oe 8 6 3 1 LM - 
Beh Ley SOY cc 2p EE ee eae 7 7 7 7 7 S-9xloc. eee 13 13 13 13 7 7 

Average, single-unit trucks_.____ (1) (1) (4) (1) (1) (4) Average, single-unit trucks____ 4 3 2 1 () (1) 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer__-___ 41 33 26 14 y 2 Tractor-truck and semitrailer.___| 149 115 78 40 16 4 
iTrackandstrauer®--.u- +. s22212 2 49 49 49 49 39 39 Truck and trailer........________- 49 49 49 49 39 39 

Average, truck combinations___- 41 33 26 15 7 4 Average, truck combinations___|_ 147 114 77 40 16 5 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 
Oncaea 11 9 7 & 2 1 TODS eee eS os al 4] 32 22 11 4 1 

Mountain: Mountain: 

ASS Ur Ci aie Oe ae ae a ote os --- ds Sclaeetlrameeee coe ae liarey ae 7h fh 7 Bs 
DEA Ch (Roe ie 22 ee ee Ea? — ae es --- ae Dalek G-tiroe ae een a 23 15 10 5 2H 
AMY dion © aes ee Or ee eee 15 8 4 a =-- = FDA o oh oats Sp ieee OL SES 15 8 4 4 : x 

Average, single-unit trucks_____- (1) (1) () ~== =—= Se Average, single-unit trucks ___- 10 6 4 2 l = 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer_____- 119 88 62 24 1S ia Tractor-truck and semitrailer..._| 163 129 94 42 i8 3 
Menok atid trailers sess 223 143 104 36 Bt 5 Truck and trailer...........____- 939 157 110 48 25 5 

Average, truck combinations.___|__ 136 97 69 26 13 1 Average, truck combinations___| 174 134 97 43 19 3 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 

tions tee See ede t 25 18 13 5 2] (1) Hons eee eaten Y 40 30 21 10 4 l 
Pacific: ; Pacifie: 
CRC CE GIR ee rey =p eaaal ae uae --- --- --- --- re -- PD sloNe Lit eee eae. ee a ay aie ee ee 4 
Pe RGn OaLI On saa aoe a” asic SS oo wed oe = ss --- -- Daxlonb-lings= eens er ees 11 7 3 1 (1) a3 
REGS | fie OURS ge Dee ee ae 11 2 2 --+ --- —— end st: ee Te eres Se ar 19 5 5 Be ae 

Average, single-unit BruCKSeeeeee 1 (1) (1) = -<- -- Average, single-unit trucks____ wi 4 2 (1) (1) < 

Tractor-truck and semitrailer._-_-- 148 105 67 22 1 | -- Tractor-truck and semitrailer____| 181 126 78 29 11 an 
5 PPRUCKSANC thGen eesstos)- Soaks des 233 149 80 1 2 = Tynuek and trailer. 2 te 320 182 87 11 v3 

Average, truck combinations_--| 175 119 71 19 8 = Average, truck combinations___| 225 144 81 23 8 
Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 

(iy Rai ets o Wed eS a ec ea 63 42 25 ts 3 “4 TGS EN OE hoe, Stee 84 54 30 8 3 E 
United States average: United States average: 

Beaxlesstires ete ye eo (1) (1) (1) nee --- -- axle, tits Goose ou 1 1 1 ~ of 
DUriowb-bing seedee: fa wal eS et (1) (1) (1) oe --- -- ORO LOtiThele Saeco 22 17 14 8 5 1 
CEE E, Go Wie ee EES ee Se 53 41 27 15 11 6 acy Pe ok Ge lemee 788 SOME Dae old 63 51 41 17 i 6 

Average, single-unit trucks_____- 1 1 I (!) () () Average, single-unit trucks___- 13 10 8 5 3 1 
Tractor-truck and semitrailer__-__- 97 70 49 22 1 2 Tractor-truck and semitrailer____| 226 178 131 70 33 8 
Truck and trailer__---- alent _272 198 | 143 58 29) 11 Trockvand trailers... sue. mne 336 228 | 149 64 31 11 
Reece aes cppibinations— =) 300 fe gee ie. eon Leeds Average, truck combinations...|_ 233 181. | 132 | 60 | 324he<7 

Average, all trucks and combina- Average, all trucks and combina- 
TU HONS =aeeN ces Se Saree eee = 30 22 16 7 3 1 hi Shei Hd DRO te 73 56 42 23 11 3 

1 Less than 5 per 10,000, 1 Less than 5 per 10,000. 
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Trends in Motor-Vehicle Travel, 1948 

BY THE FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH BRANCH 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

HIS article is the fourth of an annual series 

in Pustic Roaps! giving classified esti- 

mates of motor-vehicle travel in the United 

States. The procedures used in making these 

estimates were the same as those described 

in the previous reports, the principal factors 

controlling the calculations being (1) the 

annual estimates of rural-road traffic described 

in another article in this issue of PUBLIC 

Roavs; (2) the annual reports of highway use 

of motor fuel; and (8) reported motor-vehicle 

registrations. As in the previous calculdtions, 

the 1948 estimates were based on indicated 

changes from a previous year, the year 1947 

being used as the base year in this instance. 

Table 1 reports, for the various classes of 

motor vehicles, the estimates for 1948 of 

rural, urban, and total vehicle-miles traveled, 

average miles traveled per vehicle, motor-fuel 

consumption, in total and per vehicle, and 

average travel per gallon of motor fuel con- 

sumed. The numbers of registered motor 

vehicles, as modified for the purpose of these 

estimates, are also given. 

The total travel of motor vehicles in 1948 

is estimated as 397,589 million vehicle-miles, 

of which 198,507 million were traveled on 

rural highways, and 199,082 million on urban 

highways and streets. The total travel of 

passenger cars was 319,459 million vehicle- 

1 Trends in motor-vehicle travel, 1936 to 1945, PUBLIC ROADS, 

vol. 24, No. 10, Oct.-Nov.-Dec. 1946; Trends in motor-vehicle 

travel, 1946, PUBLIC ROADs, vol. 25, No. 3, March 1948; Trends 

in motor-vehicle travel, 1947, PUBLIC ROADS, vol. 25, No. 7 

March 1949. 
’ 

Reported by G. P. St. CLAIR, Chief of Branch 

Total motor-vehicle travel in 1948 is estimated as more than 397 billion vehicle - 
miles, about evenly divided between rural highways and urban roads and streets. 
Passenger cars accounted for 319 billion vehicle-miles of the total, busses 4 
billion, and trucks and combinations 74 billion. Except for urban travel of 
busses, estimated travel in 1948 was greater than in 1947 for every category, 
although in all cases the increases were smaller than those from 1946 to 1947. 
As in the previous year, truck travel in 1948 increased at about twice the rate of 
passenger-vehicle travel. 

The average vehicle in 1948 traveled 9,707 miles, using 741 gallons of motor fuel 
at a rate of 13 miles per gallon. Annual average passenger-car travel continued 
to decrease from the 1946 peak, while average truck-mileage, though maintain- 
ing a steady rise, was still below the 1941 maximum. 

Total travel has been very nearly equally divided between rural highways and 
urban roads and streets since the end of the war. As indicated in this article, 
the ratios of rural to urban travel for the past 3 years vary in a range of less than 
2 percent. 

miles, of which the travel on rural roads was 

151,275 million and the urban travel 168,184 

million. The estimated travel of trucks and 

combinations, 73,847 million vehicle-miles, 

included 45,096 million traveled on rural 

roads, and 28,751 million on urban roads and 

streets. 

Percentage Changes in Annual Travel 

Table 2 gives, for the major vehicle types, 

a comparison of the percentage changes in 

1948 travel over that of 1947, with the corre- 

sponding changes in 1947 travel over that of 

1946. Estimated travel in 1948 was greater 

than in 1947 in all categories except the urban 

travel of busses, which suffered a slight loss. 

The percentage increases over 1947, however, 

were somewhat less in most cases than those 

of 1947 over 1946. The increase in passenger- 

car travel was 6.39 percent, in contrast to a 

1947 increase of 7.07 percent. Travel of 

trucks and combinations increased by 11.74 

percent, as against an increase of 17.71 percent 

in 1947. The increase in total travel was 

reduced from 8.80 percent in 1947 to 7.28 in 

1948. 

The increase in the estimated travel of 

trucks and combinations, 11.74 percent, was 

nearly twice that found in the case of passenger 

ears. This finding, which continues a trend 

displayed in the 1947 estimates, is attributable 

in part to the fact that the numbers of truck 

registrations have been increasing more rapidly 

than those of passenger cars. In 1948 the 

registrations of trucks and combinations were 

11 percent greater than in 1947, whereas 

passenger-car registrations increased only 8 

percent. 

The estimates of urban travel of both pas- 

senger cars and trucks show a greater increase 

Table 1.—Classified estimate of motor-vehicle travel in the United States in the calendar year 1948 

Motor-vehicle travel Motor-fuel consumption | Average 
Stig | 3 Number of} Average : travel per 

Vehicle type | registered | travel per gallon of 
sa earner: eS ee _s1| Vehicles 1 vehicle ,)2 |Average per| fuel con- Rural travel |{ rban travel| T otal travel Total ASHE sarah 

z: ny aha _ u. | + i 

Million | Million Million 
: p vehicle- |  vehicle- vehicle- | Million 
Passenger vehicles: miles miles miles Thousands | Miles gallons Gallons Miles 

Passenger.cars i228 2 Jes 6b ee a 151,275 | 168,184 319, 459 33, 394 9, 566 21, 369 640 14, 95 

Busses: 
Commercialis a = st, oe 1,474 | 2, 074 3, 548 92 38, 500 709 7, 700 5.00 
School and nonrevenue__________ 662 | 73 735 92 8, 000 (4 oe 769 10. 40 

ALP BUSSOS Se ae 2 es ae 2, 186 | 2, 147 4, 283 184 23, 268 780 | 4, 239 5, 49 

All passenger vehicles.._.____..._.-_- L5dpal tebe e270, 331 323, 742 33, 578 9, 642 22, 149 660 14.62 

rucks and combinations___________ ae) 45, 096 : 28-751) 4 73, 847 7, 379 10, 008 8, 189 1, 110 9. 02 

All motor vehicles*= 2-22 ts) 198, 507 199, 082 397, 589 40, 957 | 9, 707 30, 338 741 ! 13.11 
L 

1 These registration totals differ from those given in Bureau of Public Roads table MV-1 
for 1948 because of the following adjustments: (1) Approximate correction for defective classi- 
fication in 3 States, as described in footnotes 9, 10, and 13 of that table; (2) inclusion of pub- 
licly owned vehicles, listed separately in table MV-1; (3) reduction of private and commer- 
cial truck registrations by 2.5 percent to allow for registrations in more than 1 State; and (4) 
substitution of bus totals as estimated by the bus industry to afford a complete segregation 
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more than 1 State. 

lic Roads table G-21. 

3 Including taxicabs. 

of commercial busses from school and nonrevenue busses and to allow for registrations in 

2 Total highway use of motor fuel in 1948 is given as 30,461 million gallons in Bureau of Pub- 
For this analysis there was deducted from that total 123 million gal- 

lons estimated use by motorcycles (250 gallons per motorcycle). 
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PPPS Tats 

relationships displayed by the 1947 estimates. 

Table 3 gives values of the estimated rural, 

urban, and total travel volumes in the years 

1941 through 1948. With respect to total 

travel, there are also given values of the ratio 

of the volume in each year to the 1941 volume, 

and the ratio to the volume in the preceding 

year. It will be observed that, after a re- 

covery in 1946 to a value slightly above that 

of 1941, there has been a steady rise in the 

volume of total travel to a level in 1948 that 

mobiles caused those in service to be driven 

greater annual mileages than would have been 

the case had passenger cars been in full supply. 

As production increased and the demand for 

new cars was partly satisfied, there was a 

tendency for the average mileage driven to 

diminish. It was stated that “It is not un- 

likely that the trend toward somewhat de- 

creased average annual mileage of passenger 

cars will continue for a year or two as a result 

of the greatly increased production of these 

- Table 2.—Percentage changes in motor-vehicle travel, 1948 over 1947, compared with 12 
corresponding changes, 1947 over 1946 

Percentage change in travel— 

Vehicle type 1948 over 1947 1947 over 1946 oO 
wW lO 
= 

Rural Urban Total Rural Urban Total = 

a 

PRESSOUSON Cars ae 6 5 Stee oe, Ie ee ee ee, 5. 30 7.38 6. 39 7. 20 6.95 7.07 = 
PSVISSGG Hoe ee AES Oe MENA re er ea A S52 1. 67 —.14 Py (i) 5.10 4.72 4.91 oH 

All passenger vehicles___- 5. 25 7. 28 6. 31 ela 6. 92 7.04 2 8 
riers and Combinations 29.23 yo 10. 61 13. 56 11. 74 17. 86 17. 47 Wael or 
ATHITOUOR-Venicleg ws. |x eee ae Pee See | 6. 42 8.15 7. 28 9. 34 8. 26 8. 80 

over 1947 values than do those of travel on age of passenger cars was attributed to the 

rural roads. This finding is a reversal of the fact that the acute postwar shortage of auto- 6 
1935 1940 1945 

YEAR 

Figure 1.—Comparison of trends in the 
annual average miles per vehicle traveled 
by passenger cars and by trucks and com- 
binations. 

Relative Changes in Rural and Urban 
Travel 

The fourth column of table 3 gives, for each) 

year beginning with 1941, the ratio of total 

was 19 percent above that of 1941. Thetravel vehicles.” The 1948 estimate of 9,566 miles rural travel to total urban travel. In 1941, 

estimates of recent years are indicative of a per passenger car tends to confirm this the volume of rural travel exceeded that of 

firm upward trend, with some tendency for prediction. urban travel by 3.8 percent. The heavy 

the values to round over toward a position 

of stability which would appear to be far in 

the future. 

Average Annual Mileages 

Figure 1 gives a comparison of trends in 

the average miles per vehicle traveled by 

passenger cars and by trucks and combina- 

tions in the years 1936 to 1948, inclusive. 

It will be noted that the average mileage of 

passenger cars, after recovering from the war- 

time decline to a maximum,of 9,942 miles 

in 1946, declined in 1947 to 9,727 miles, and 

again in 1948 to 9,566 miles. The average 

mileage of trucks and combinations, on the 

other hand, has been rising steadily from its 

low value in 1944, although the 1948 value is 

still well below that of 1941. 

In the discussion of the 1947 estimates,! the 

observed decrease in the average annual mile- 

1 Trends in motor-vehicle travel, 1947, PURLIC ROADS, Vol. 25, 

No. 7, March 1949, p. 157. 

The average mileages of trucks show a 

more norinal trend than those of passenger 

cars, probably because the shortage in these 

vehicles was not as acute in relation to the 

demand as in the case of passenger cars. The 

failure of the average mileages of trucks and 

combinations to reach their prewar levels may 

reasonably be attributed to the fact, previously 

cited, that there has been an enormous increase 

in truck registrations during the postwar years, 

with the result that the large volume of in- 

creased trucking business can be carried at 

an average mileage per vehicle lower than 

that of the prewar years. Truck registrations 

in 1948 were more than 44 percent above 

those of 1941. Passenger-car registrations, on 

the other hand, were only about 12% percent 

above their 1941 level. 

As would be expected from the showing of 

passenger cars and trucks, the average annual 

mileages for all motor vehicles combined show 

a moderate decline, the successive values being 

9,958 in 1946, 9,831 in 1947, and 9,707 in 1948. 

Table 3.—Comparison of estimates of rural, urban, and total 
travel in the years 1941-48 

Rural 
travel 

Ratio 
of rural 
to urban 
travel 

Total travel 

Ratio to 
total in 

preceding 
year 

Ratio to 
Amount 1941 

total 

Million 
vehicle- 
miles 

169, 805 
128, 861 
97, 757 

100, 830 
119, 183 
170, 606 
186, 534 
198, 507 

Million 
vehicle- 
miles 

163, 591 
138, 235 
108, 990 
110, 750 
129, 743 
170, 049 
184, 088 
199, 082 

Million 
vehicle- 
miles 

333, 396 
267, 096 
206, 747 
211, 580 
248, 926 
340, 655 
370, 622 
397, 589 

1 The estimated total travel in 1940 was 302,143 million vebicle-miles. 

PUBLIC ROADS ® Vol. 25, No. 12 

restrictions on the use of vehicles and gas- 

oline during the war period caused this ratio 

to decline to a value slightly under 0.9 in 

1943. In 1946, the ratio of rural to urban 

travel crossed the line again at the value 1.0033. 

The 1947 value of 1.0133 seemed to indicate 

that the trend would be toward recovery of 

the prewar position, where the volume of rural 

travel was definitely greater than that of urban 

travel, although by only a small percentage. 

The 1948 estimates have resulted in a reduc- 

tion of the ratio to the value 0.9971. In com- 

paring these ratios, it will be noted that the 

1946, 1947, and 1948 values vary within a 

range of less than 2 percent. 

Pertinent factors 

In table 4 there are given values for the years 

1947 and 1948 of various pertinent factors 

which go far to explain why the vehicle-mile 

estimates caused the estimated urban travel to 

be slightly greater than that of rural travel in 

1948. In the first two lines of the table, it is 

shown that, whereas the estimated travel on 

rural roads in 1948 was only 6.42 percent above 

the 1947 value, the highway use of motor fuel, 

as given by Public Roads table G—21, 1948, 

exceeded the 1947 value by 7.96 percent. In 

other words, motor-fuel use increased more 

rapidly in 1948 than did rural-road traffic. It 

is natural to conclude, therefore, that, unless 

there was some drastic change in miles-per- 

gallon relationships, urban travel must have 

increased in greater proportion than rural 

travel in order to absorb the increased use of 

gasoline. 

It should be noted that the various factors 

listed in table 4 are independent of the pro- 

cedures used in making the estimates of total 

travel and urban travel. They are derived 

from the rural traffic estimates, which are 

accepted unchanged, and from the annual 
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Table 4.—Comparison, for the years 1947 and 1948, of various factors relating to travel on 
rural roads, motor-fuel consumption, and motor-vehicle registrations | 

Percent- 
Item 1947 1948 age, 1948 

of 1947 

For all vehicles: 
Highway use,of motor fue) 4.2 2-- eee eee e ee thousand gallons__| 28, 215, 705 30, 460, 641 107. 96 
Rurel-road travel 2 eee ee million vehicle-miles__ 186, 534 198, 507 106. 42 
WMiotor-vehiclé registrations 62-24) oo See eee eee 37, 841, 498 41, 151, 326 108. 75 
Rural-road travel per registered vehicle_____..----_---___-------- miles__ 4, 929 4, 824 97. 87 
Motor-fuel consumption per registered vehicle__.....-.-.-_-___ gallons__ 745. 6 740. 2 99. 28 

For passenger vehicles: 
Ruoral-road! tra yvelen =. Se = aes one eee ee million vehicle-miles_- 145, 763 153, 411 105. 25 
Passenger-vehicle registrations! 8: 02202520 Lo ee ee ee eee 31, 032, 807 33, 595, 996 108. 26 
Rural-road travel per: vehiclo<. 1.6. 245. ee ee ee 4, 697 4, 566 97.21 

For trucks and combinations: 
Rorel-road Wa velsce tee ei on ey en ee million vehicle-miles-_- 40, 771 45, 096 110. 61 
Truck and tractor-truck registrations $!__-_.__-__-.£2_--_-.22-.--.-_.-. 6, 808, 691 7, 555, 330 110. 97 
Rursal-road travel per vehicles 2/2" esees eis eee ee eee 5, 988 5, 969 99. 68 

1 None of the values given in this table are dependent on approximations used in making the vehicle-mile estimates, 
They are derived from the rural-road travel estimates (based largely on automatic recorder data), and from the annua] sta- 
tistical tables published by the Bureau of Public Roads. 

2 From Bureau of Public Roads table G-21, 

motor-vehicle registration and gasoline-con- 

sumption tables. 

Table 4 also gives the numbers of motor- 

vehicle registrations in 1947 and 1948, and by 

the use of these figures indicates the amount of 

rural-road traffic in miles per registered motor 

vehicle, and the motor-fuel consumption in 

gallons per registered vehicle. Similar calcu- 

Jations are carried out for the rural-road traffic 

of passenger vehicles and of trucks and com- 

binations. Although not all motor vehicles, 

State governments for adoption. This policy 

recommends that no axle shall carry a load 

in excess of 18,000 pounds and no group of 

axles shall carry a load in excess of amounts 

specified in a table of permissible weights 

based on the distance between the extremes 

of any group of axles. 

In table 9 is shown the number of axles per 

1,000 vehicles of various types that exceeded 

the axle-load limit of 18,000 pounds recom- 

mended by the A.A.8.H.O. and the number 

exceeding these limits by various percentages. 

This table emphasizes again the high frequency 

of heavy axle loads in the Middle Atlantic 

and New England regions. The number of 

axles, per 1,000 vehicles, weighing more than 

the recommended limits was 32 in the Moun- 

tain, 35 in the Pacific, 205 in the Middle 

Atlantic, and 112 in the New England region. 

For truck combinations, corresponding figures 

are: Mountain 131, Pacific 85, Middle Atlantic 

669, and New England 432. 

Eliminating the empty vehicles (which are 

included in table 9), there were in the Middle 

Atlantic region almost six axle loads in excess 

of the recommended limit for each five loaded 

truck combinations, while in the New England 

region the corresponding figures were about 

three excessive axle loads for each five truck 

combinations. 

In considering the data concerning fre- 

5 Policy concerning maximum dimensions, weights, and 

speeds of motor vehicles to be operated over the highways of the 

United States, adopted April 1, 1946, by the American Asso- 

ciation of State Highway Officials; published by the Asso- 

ciation in 1946. 
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3 From Bureau of Public Roads tables MV-1 and MV-7. 

appear on rural roads, the use of the total 

registration figures give highly indicative 

averages. It will be observed that the rural- 

road travel per registered motor vehicle was 

less in 1948 than in 1947, the 1948 value being 

97.87 percent of the 1947 value. Motor-fuel 

consumption per registered vehicle was very 

slightly less in 1948 than in 1947, the percent- 

age being 99.28. These figures tend to con- 

firm the estimate of a decreased annual mileage 

of motor vehicles in 1948, but they also show 

ites wah ey Deuba eee. SS 

why the estimates of urban travel had to 
indicate a relatively greater increase in 1948 
than the estimates of rural travel. It was, in 

effect, a question of absorbing gasoline con- | 

sumption not accounted for by rural travel. 

Similar indications are given by the calcula- 

tions with respect to passenger vehicles and 

trucks and combinations in the lower portion of 

table 4. The rural-road travel of passenger 

vehicles in terms of miles per vehicle was in 

1948 oply 97.21 percent of its 1947 value. In 

the case of trucks and combinations the 1947 

and 1948 values are much closer, the percent- 

age being 99.68. Comparison of the passen- 

ger-car and truck figures tends to confirm the 

finding that the travel of trucks and combina- 

tions is increasing at a more rapid rate than 

the travel of passenger cars. 

More data needed 

The data given in table 4 have been in- 

cluded to make it plain that the variation from 

year to year in the ratios of rural and urban 

traffic volumes results from the findings with 

respect to rural-road traffic volumes, reported 

motor-fuel consumption, and reported motor- 

vehicle registrations. The difficulty exper- 

ienced in this connection is illustrative of the 

fact that a more comprehensive accumulation 

of data is needed in order to increase the ac- 

curacy of annual estimates of motor-vebicle 

travel. 

(Continued from page 293) 

quency of axles carrying over 18,000 pounds 

in the Middle Atlantic and New England 

regions, the fact should be recognized that 

higher limits generally are permissible in this 

area and therefore the axles exceeding the 

recommended limits by 25 percent may be 

within the legal limits of certain States in 

these two regions. Comparison of the fre- 

quency data given in table 9 with those in 

table 8 shows that, in these two regions, of 

each three vehicles exceeding the recom- 

mended axle limit, one vehicle actually ex- 

ceeded a State legal limit, 

For the United States as a whole, the fre- 

quency of 18,000-pound or heavier axle loads 

of all trucks and truck combinations in 1948 

was almost 29 percent higher than in 1947, 

while the frequency of those axle loads that 

exceeded the recommendation by 20 percent 

or more was over 50 percent higher. 

Table 10 shows the number of vehicles per 

1,000 vehicles of various types with an axle- 

group load in excess of the limits reeommended 

by the American Association of State Highway 

Officials, and in excess of these limits by 

various percentages. For the country as a 

whole, of each 1,000 loaded and empty trucks 

and truck combinations, 30 had axle-group 

loads weighing in excess of the recommended 

limits, 7 of which exceeded the limits by more 

than 20 percent. It was the truck combina- 

tions which produced most of the high load 

Of each 1,000 combinations 

weighed in the United States as a whole, 109 

had axle-group loads weighing more than the 

concentrations. 

recommended limits, of which 24 exceeded the 

limits by more than 20 percent. 

For the United States as a whole, the fre- 

quency of axle-group loads of all trucks and 

truck combinations in excess of the recom- 

mendations was 20 percent higher in 1948 

than in the previous year, while loads 20 per- 

cent or more in excess of the recommendations 

were 40 percent higher. 

As might be expected, many vehicles were 

so loaded that they exceeded more than one 

recommended weight limit; and some vehicles 

had more than one axle loaded in excess of 

the recommended limit. Counting each vehi- 

cle only once, regardless of the number of ways 

in which it exceeded any of the recommended 

limits, table 11 was derived showing the num- 

ber of vehicles per 1,000 (both loaded and 

empty included) of each type that exceeded 

the limits by various percentages. Those ve- 

hicles which exceeded more than one provision 

of the recommended restrictions were tabula- 

ted in the column showing the highest percent- 

age excess of any item. 

In the United States as a whole, 73 vehicles 

out of every 1,000 were overloaded to some 

degree, according to American Association of 

State Highway Officials standards, and 23 out 

of every 1,000 exceeded some one of the pro- 

visions by more than 20 percent. The fre- 

quency of vehicles exceeding the reeommenda- 

tions by any amount in 1948 was almost 24 

percent higher than in the previous year, and 

the frequency of those that exceeded the rec- 

ommendations by more than 20 percent was 

over 53 percent higher. 
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